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Introduction
The South Central Regional Transportation Plan addresses broad goals for the
transportation needs of the Region through 2035. The Plan reviews, updates and extends
the timeline of the previous plan for the Region.
The Plan provides direction for the Region on major policy issues on all modes of
transportation. Regional needs and initiatives are outlined for utilization in framing
transportation solutions during the period covered by the Plan. The South Central
Regional Council of Governments (SCRCOG), in consultation with the member
municipalities, the Connecticut Department of Transportation, federal transportation
agencies, and other state agencies, has set priorities which are reinforced and expanded
by this update of the Plan.
The Plan is required to be fiscally constrained. Many of the initiatives, services and
infrastructure needs identified herein are beyond the fiscal constraint of the Plan. The
SCRCOG, in conjunction with the member municipalities, state and federal governments,
looks for cooperative efforts to utilize existing and any additional funding sources to
prioritize and accomplish the transportation goals and initiatives outlined within the Plan.

Land use and transportation needs are linked.
Transportation options are necessary to meet
the needs of the Region’s residents and workforce.

Highway improvements can only address a portion of the
transportation needs. Multi-modal solutions will be
required to meet the Region’s needs over the timeline of
the Plan.

Preparation of this report was financed in part through funding from the U.S. Department
of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration and funding from the Connecticut
Department of Transportation. The opinions, findings and conclusions expressed in this
report are those of the South Central Regional Council of Governments and do not
necessarily reflect the official views or policy of other government organizations.
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Major Goals of the Plan
Travel Options – The Region has the basics in place for a functional, multi-modal, and
first class transportation system. Highways, rail, bus, water, and air modes are all
operational. Enhancement and interconnection of these modes to provide more and better
travel and movement of freight and goods will be necessary to insure the continued
quality of life in the Region. The Plan identifies existing and anticipated needs for
additional transportation services which would improve travel options.
Transportation Funding – The wise use of available funding to bring the most return on
investment for the Region is critical. Funding levels continue to be well below
documented needs for implementation of identified transportation solutions. Priorities
must be established to meet fiscal constraints while identifying needs which will require
significant investment beyond the fiscally constrained portion of the Plan. The
demonstrated need for additional funding, shown by the number of enhancements and
initiatives which cannot be addressed within the financial constraints of the Plan, is
substantial. The goals of the Plan can only be implemented by the provision of additional
transportation funding. The Region looks to state and federal agencies to address these
funding needs.
Policy Guidance – The adoption of this Plan reaffirms and expands the major policy
guidance as outlined in subsequent chapters. All transportation issues must be framed and
reviewed within the context of the Plan to insure meeting of the goals noted. Previous
study efforts by the SCRCOG have produced effective guidelines for the implementation
of transportation strategies and solutions.
Regional Solutions – It is clear that transportation issues and opportunities can only be
addressed by regional solutions. The SCRCOG, supported by its Transportation
Committee and Transportation Technical Committee, considers, reviews, and prioritizes
proposed projects to insure regional benefits. Monthly meetings and updates provide
information from the Region to its member municipalities and state and federal agencies,
stressing the importance of interagency communication and cooperation.
Linking Land Use with Transportation – Local land use regulations and decisions have
an inseparable link with the regional transportation system and its needs. Land use
decisions can dramatically change the impacts on segments of the Region’s transportation
system. Consultation and cooperation with the local land use agencies will be required to
reduce sprawl and increase travel options by working to locate development in those
portions of the Region where the transportation infrastructure will, or can be enhanced to,
support the additional demand.
Aging Infrastructure – Many portions of the Region’s infrastructure were constructed
many years ago. Improvements have been made to portions of the infrastructure but
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urgent needs for modernization and enhancements remain. The Region must insure that
its infrastructure is maintained, upgraded, and enhanced as appropriate. The minimum
standard must be a state of good repair for all portions of the infrastructure. Local and
state governments are responsible for these maintenance activities. The federal
government provides substantial funding. Numerous regional needs exist for
improvement of infrastructure for all modes of transportation. The Plan identifies these
needs.
Economic Vitality – The Region’s economic health depends upon the efficiency and
extent of the Region’s transportation system. The SCRCOG is committed to policies and
solutions that improve the Region’s economic outlook. Investment in the policies and
improvements outlined in the Plan will be crucial to the Region during the timeline of the
Plan and beyond. The Safe, Affordable, Flexible, Efficient, Transportation Equity Act: a
Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU) expanded the definition of economic vitality to
include the promoting of consistency between transportation improvements and local,
regional or state planned growth and economic development. Regional coordinated
efforts will be critical to maintain continued economic vitality.
Congestion Management Process – SAFETEA-LU requires that a congestion
management process be a key element of the Plan. Highway congestion throughout the
Region has increased since the last Plan, due to increased dependency on the automobile
and the continued increase in car registrations statewide. Increased highway capacity
within the fiscal constraints of the Plan can address only some of the Region’s congestion
locations. Transportation mode shifts and increased utilization and efficiency of existing
regional transportation resources will be necessary as part of the process to address
congestion issues. The SCRCOG must utilize a congestion management process in
framing transportation decisions which may include both transportation demand
management (TDM) and transportation supply management (TSM) initiatives. Managing
congestion is a key factor in maintaining regional economic vitality and the attractiveness
of the Region to residents and businesses while improving overall environmental quality.
Preservation of Existing Transportation Resources – The Region has many options
and transportation modes to meet transportation needs. Each of these modes plays an
important role in the overall transportation system. Fiscally constrained planning requires
a component which maintains all current transportation resources, recognizing the
importance of each current mode and service option. The Region can ill afford to lose any
service and move backwards. The preservation of the various resources will allow
opportunities for the future as regional needs evolve. Transportation needs have increased
since the preparation of the last Plan update and the importance of maintaining existing
transportation resources cannot be understated. The fiscal constraint imposed by the Plan
limits the opportunities to preserve the existing transportation resources. Additional
funding will be needed to guarantee full preservation and continued operation of the
current transportation operations and infrastructure.
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Major Policy Directions
Transportation planning policies guide all reviews and decisions made in the Region.
Policies adopted in the past by the SCRCOG have shaped the decisions while moving the
Region closer to its transportation goals. The policies outlined below are specifically
noted as necessary to meet the goals previously outlined and the needs of the Region over
the timeline of the Plan.
Increase accessibility and mobility – The movement of people and goods is critical to
the Region. Individual activities and business successes rely on the ability to access
transportation and move about the Region and beyond. Current transportation patterns
rely primarily on the highway system to move people and goods. The increasing highway
congestion in the Region indicates that this reliance on one primary mode of
transportation is not in the best interest of the Region. While highway improvement
projects can address some of the congestion, increased accessibility and mobility for both
people and goods can only be accomplished by greater utilization of other modes of
transportation. Service must be conveniently located, highly reliable, reasonably priced,
scheduled to provide timely service and routed to cover the identified corridors of the
Region to be responsive to transportation needs and goals. Information technology can
increase awareness and provide easy access to transportation system information,
providing information on transportation options. Transportation decisions must be framed
with these important criteria to increase accessibility and mobility.
Enhance modal integration – Major advances have been made in the Region in
improved connections for the integration of rail, pedestrian, and highway modes for the
movement of people since the last plan update. Completion of the downtown State Street
Station, with convenient downtown pedestrian access to many work destinations, and
other station construction and parking expansions for Shore Line East are good examples
of modal integration. The Region needs to build on these successes by promoting and
implementing additional opportunities and projects which improve the movement of
people and goods utilizing integrated modes of transportation. Interconnections between
modes, such as rail-water and water-highway for freight, and rail-bus for people, are key
components in avoiding and reducing regional gridlock.
Support economic vitality – It is clear that the economic vitality of the Region benefits
all the residents of the Region and Connecticut. The economic impacts of transportation
decisions have emerged as an important factor in transportation planning since the
preparation of the last plan update. Business retention and expansion decisions are
strongly influenced by the transportation systems available and planned for the Region.
The Region must look to insure that all transportation decisions promote economic
vitality throughout the Region, and are consistent with local and regional plans of
conservation and development.
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System Preservation – The goal of preservation of all transportation resources in the
Region can only be accomplished with the support of local, state and federal government,
as well as the input of the public and private operators which service the Region. Special
attention should be paid to the input of these operators to insure that issues which
negatively impact the existing service are addressed. Close communication between the
operators, all levels of government and the SCRCOG is critical for the future of the
transportation system.
Promote system efficiencies – The major infrastructure investment noted in the Plan
only meets some of identified needs for all modes of transportation. It is therefore critical
that the available transportation resources are utilized to their highest potential. Regional
emphasis must focus on strategies to improve performance and mobility. Funding
agencies and public and private operators are encouraged to review their services and
work with the Region to identify opportunities. Opportunities may develop after study
which can be implemented at minimal cost. Others will be governed by fiscal constraint,
requiring further study, demonstration of demand for improvements, identification of
funding sources, and strategies to fund the identified needs.
Protect the environment – Connecticut has a long tradition of environmental protection
and required mitigation of the impacts of transportation activities on the environment.
SAFETEA-LU requires the Region to look at different types of environmental mitigation
activities, as well as potential locations. This overview will identify opportunities for the
restoration and maintenance of environmental functions which could be affected by the
components of the Plan. While the environmental permitting for transportation activities
remains primarily at the state level, the review by the Region and its municipalities will
provide the potential for local input to the state permitting process, working toward the
goal of a better environmental outcome for every transportation project.
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Linking Land Use and Transportation
The Region recognized the correlation between land use and transportation in the last
Plan. Transportation systems serving the Region are primarily concentrated in the I-95
and I-91 corridors, where the infrastructure, work destinations, and population densities
support these systems. The State Plan of Conservation and Development (POCD) frames
the areas which are anticipated to have further development and increased transportation
needs. The Regional Plan of Conservation and Development frames regional perspectives
and must be consistent with the state POCD. The next update is scheduled for 2008. Each
municipality in the Region has prepared, or is in the process of updating, their local Plan
of Conservation and Development. The local POCD must be consistent with the state and
regional POCDs. The outreach from the Region to each municipality has resulted in
better coordination of the regional and local POCDs and will result in consistency of all
POCDs when the current update cycle is completed. The Region is required to promote
consistency between the local, regional and state Plans of Conservation and Development
and transportation improvements. Transportation improvements that are consistent with
the various POCDs lead to increased travel options, better transportation systems,
increased economic vitality and containment of sprawl. Sprawl has been identified as
detrimental to the Region and State, creating negative impacts on the existing
transportation resources and increasing highway congestion. During the timeline of the
Plan, the following land use concepts are outlined for review as part of the transportation
planning process:
Livable Communities/Smart growth – Increased congestion must be addressed on
several fronts. Expanded highway capacity is difficult in the Region due to adjacent
development patterns and the high cost of land. An alternative is to utilize the livable
communities concepts. Whether called livable communities, smart growth, or sustainable
development, the goal is to direct development to areas of the Region that:
• are good places to live and work
• maintain and improve the quality of life
• sustain economic growth
• build a strong sense of community
• reinvest in urban centers
• develop on lands which have existing supportive infrastructure (i.e., existing
public utilities and road network).
Key components also preserve open space, prime farmland, and support safe streets, a
healthy environment, and travel options. Travel options must include transit or rail to
reduce dependence on auto usage and reduce congestion. An emphasis on pedestrian
travel as one of those travel options is critical to the quality of life and sense of
community goals. A viable pedestrian network must be included in these initiatives.
The areas of the Region suitable for Livable communities/Smart Growth must be
identified by each municipality and provisions made in local zoning to accommodate this
type of development. The success of these initiatives rests upon the communication,
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cooperation and coordination of all levels of government to provide transportation
resources which serve these communities and are an integral part of the regional
transportation system.
Coordination with Regional Plan of Conservation and Development – Each
municipality within the Region participates in the transportation planning process through
the actions of the SCRCOG approval process. Added emphasis on consistency between
the Regional Plan of Conservation and Development and transportation actions will
insure that transportation decisions will lead to the preferred regional growth patterns and
continued economic vitality.
Transit Oriented Development (TOD) – Past development in the Region has often
resulted in sprawl with population densities which cannot sustain further transit
opportunities. Fiscal constraint causes transit providers to strive for significant sustained
ridership on all transit services for wise utilization of limited funding. Regional growth
that includes transit oriented development will allow for siting of new developments
along existing transit routes, thereby allowing better travel options for the residents while
allowing for expansion of the ridership of the current services. The potential construction
of new bus hubs and the potential construction of new railroad stations on the New
Haven/Hartford/Springfield line within the Region provide opportunities for new TOD
projects. TOD can provide the Region with new economic activity while minimizing the
impacts of this activity on highway congestion.
TOD must be planned through local planning and zoning with input from the Region and
transit providers to insure successful development which does not overburden existing
facilities or service or will provide transportation enhancements necessary to meet the
needs of the project. Communication, cooperation and coordination at all levels of
government are necessary to address all the impacts of TOD and provide the benefits to
the Region.
Travel Forecast Model – Maintaining and updating the Region’s travel forecast model
will continue to be a key activity. The travel forecast model is a tool which estimates the
regional travel needs in the future. Current travel data is entered into the model which
then estimates future travel demands on the regional roadway system. Air quality
conformity determinations will govern transportation decisions during the timeframe of
the Plan and are best judged in the context of regional needs and trends. The travel
forecast model will help frame those decisions. As opportunities for transportation mode
shifts occur, the travel forecast model can estimate potential benefits and help frame
decisions to increase accessibility and mobility, while increasing the potential for
environmental benefits.
Context Sensitive Transportation Solutions – Transportation solutions must not be out
of scale or character and must be appropriate for the location. The Region’s infrastructure
and land use patterns have evolved over many decades. Design of new transportation
infrastructure cannot detract from existing development patterns and must integrate with
communities to encourage continued quality of life and addressing of community
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concerns. Solutions which meet these goals provide stronger communities and better long
range transportation solutions for the Region.
Context sensitive transportation solutions address these concerns as part of the planning
and design process. Public Outreach provides an opportunity for the issues surrounding a
specific transportation proposal to be raised. Coordination with the municipality and the
Region provide other means to understand the potential impacts of the transportation
improvement. Community needs and other site specific issues are considered and
addressed to mitigate any adverse impacts of the proposed transportation improvements.
Context sensitive solutions work with site specifics such limited available land and
existing surrounding development and other limitations to allow transportation
improvements to be in scale with the area. When utilized in conjunction with Livable
Communities and congestion management process initiatives, context sensitive
transportation solutions provide substantial benefits to the residents near the
transportation project and the Region in general.
Regional Growth Centers – Broad identification of areas of the Region which are
suggested for future development are noted on the State Plan of Conservation and
Development. The specific identification of suitable locations or sites for Regional
Growth Centers should be a priority of the Region. These locations or sites are within
areas which have regional significance as existing or potential employment centers, have
existing or planned infrastructure to support existing and expanded employment and will
therefore not shift infrastructure and transportation demands to currently undeveloped
portions of the Region. Reuse of existing developed sites, expansion of underutilized sites
and availability of transportation options for both people and freight are necessary
components of these centers. Once identified, these specific sites for Regional Growth
Centers can be added to the Plan and will be an important consideration for all
transportation decisions.
The areas of the Region suitable for Regional Growth Centers must be identified by each
municipality and provisions made in local zoning to accommodate this type of
development on the identified sites. The success of these initiatives rests upon the
communication, cooperation and coordination of all levels of government to identify
transportation resources which would serve these growth centers, have current capacity or
can be expanded to meet the transportation demands of the growth centers, and are an
integral part of the regional transportation system.
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Public Outreach
The SCRCOG has adopted Public Participation Guidelines and a public outreach process
to insure public input into transportation decisions and the Plan. Input is solicited from
the business community and the general population to insure the Plan reflects the needs
and goals for regional transportation issues.
Public Participation Guidelines – The Region’s “Public Participation Guidelines for
Transportation Planning, December 6, 2005” were adopted by SCRCOG on November
16, 2005. The Guidelines outline the many avenues utilized to insure public participation
and input. Dissemination of information is accomplished monthly to various parties in the
Region and State through the distribution of agendas for the monthly meetings. Regular
public attendance at monthly Transportation Committee and SCRCOG meetings
indicates the success of the outreach.

SCRCOG Website – Outreach through the Web has the greatest potential to provide
information and receive input from the various sources within the Region. SCRCOG
maintains reports, agendas, data, regional links and other information for website visitors.
Communication through the website enhances the ability to transmit information to the
SCRCOG members and municipal staff. This important link will grow in importance
over the timeframe of the Plan.
Municipal Chief Elected Official and Staff outreach – Monthly activities of SCRCOG
allow for interaction and outreach to all the municipalities of the Region. Transportation
Committee and Transportation Technical Committee (consisting of municipal staff) joint
meetings review and recommend action on SCRCOG agenda items before full SCRCOG
consideration.
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Long Range Plan Update – SCRCOG staff outreach to municipalities included
presentations on the update of the Long Range Transportation Plan and the Regional Plan
of Conservation and Development to Planning and Zoning Commissions throughout the
Region. These presentations were scheduled well in advance to provide opportunities for
local publicity. Presentations were also made to other regional and local entities.
The update of the Plan also required specific outreach chief elected officials and
municipal staff to insure that all aspects of the regional transportation system were
considered and addressed. Responses have been included to insure that the Plan reflects
the specific goals and needs of each municipality.
In accord with the consultative process required under SAFETEA-LU, copies of the draft
Plan were forwarded to the Connecticut Department of Transportation and the following
Connecticut State Agencies: Office of Policy and Management, Department of
environmental Protection, Connecticut Commission on Culture and Tourism, Department
of Economic and Community Development, Department of Public Safety, and the
Department of Emergency Management and Homeland Security
Information was disseminated to the SCRCOG media distribution list concerning the
timeline for adoption of the Plan and the opportunities for public comment. A display ad
was published on March 21, 2007 in the New Haven Register to make the Region aware
of the process.
Copies of the draft Plan were mailed to each chief elected official in the Region and to
each appointed member of the Transportation Technical Committee along with
correspondence which outlined the schedule for adoption and solicited comments on the
draft.
The Transportation Committee and Transportation Technical Committee briefly
discussed the draft and the approval process at their April 11, 2007 meeting.
Informal public meetings were conducted 4 and 7 pm on April 19, 2007.
Comments were solicited at the regular SCRCOG meeting on April 25, 2007.
The 45 day public comment period ended on May 5, 2007.
A compilation of the comments received, along with a revised draft, was forwarded to the
SCRCOG for consideration at the May 9, 2007 special meeting. At that meeting, the
comments were reviewed and the suggested changes were adopted. The Plan, as
amended, was then adopted by the SCRCOG.
A summary of the outreach to organizations noted above, the comments received during
the public comment period comments and suggested changes are included in Appendix
C.
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Environmental Justice
The SCRCOG prepared a report concerning environmental justice, “Environmental
Justice Briefing Package, Transportation Planning: 2003-2004 Goals and Outreach”,
which has been utilized as guidance to address Environmental Justice (EJ) issues. This
guidance has helped frame transportation decisions which impact EJ areas. In addition, a
regular outreach from the Region to the New Haven Environmental Justice Network
(NHEJN) has been underway to provide dialogue and input from the community.
SCRCOG staff meets at least annually with the NHEJN to foster communication and
input for regional efforts. The following areas are important to insuring the transportation
planning process addresses EJ issues.
Access to jobs – Opportunities for accessible employment are critical for EJ areas in
particular. Regional initiatives are in place to expand employment opportunities as far as
possible. The Plan encourages the continuation of these initiatives and recognizes the
importance of consideration of EJ concerns during the transportation planning process.
Transit Service - A higher percentage of residents in EJ identified areas do not have a
car available for their use. Transit service, therefore, is critical for access to employment
and for meeting other transportation needs of these residents of the Region. The Plan
must address the need for maintenance of existing transit services and provide
opportunities to seek out additional transit needs and work to meet them. Opportunities
for additional capacity at minimal cost, such as the utilization of larger, articulated
busses, must be considered. Any modifications to the transit fare structure must consider
the impacts of any increases on EJ areas.
Clean busses - As diesel exhaust has been determined to have a negative impact on many
residents of EJ areas, the utilization of “clean buses”, with reduced diesel emissions, must
be a part of the Plan. The benefits of initiatives such as this, while primarily benefiting EJ
areas, extend throughout the Region and promote the clean air and environmental goals
of the Plan.
Truck Routing – Many EJ areas are adjacent to industrial areas and have the burden of
significant truck traffic. Regional and local efforts should be continued to insure that the
routing of trucks, with the attendant diesel emissions, are minimized through EJ and other
residential areas in the Region. Working with the major operators, local police, municipal
staff, and neighborhood representatives, truck routes can be identified to minimize
neighborhood impacts.
Pedestrian and Bicycle Connections – Access to non-motorized transportation
opportunities is especially important as access to autos is not available to many residents
of EJ areas. Normal sidewalk networks are in place and each transportation project
should be reviewed carefully to insure maintenance of the existing sidewalk network. The
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review should also identify and promote any opportunities for improvements or
enhancements of the sidewalk network. Bicycle connections are also important, but must
be reviewed in accord with a regional plan. The SCRCOG has undertaken a regional
bicycle and pedestrian study leading to a final Regional Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan in
mid-2007. It is expected that continued implementation of the recommendations of the
completed Regional Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan will further the achievement of EJ goals
by providing additional opportunities for non-motorized transportation modes serving
these and other portions of the Region.
Air Quality – Air quality issues are especially important in EJ areas due to high
population densities and congested conditions. Two opportunities for reduced emissions
are encouraged by DEP.
• For large construction projects in urban areas, the use of construction
equipment with air pollution control devices is encouraged. The use of
particulate filters or “clean fuels” will provide the reduction. Contract
specifications requiring the use of these pollution reduction measures should
be promoted.
• DEP regulations limit the idling of mobile sources to three minutes. However,
these regulations are only enforceable by DEP. It is suggested that all contract
provisions for construction include anti-idling restrictions to allow
enforcement by the project, thereby improving air quality for the construction
area.
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Transit
As highway congestion increases throughout the Region, it is clear that transit
opportunities are critical to maintaining a functioning and efficient transportation system.
Past system improvements and enhancements have provided the Region with a good
basic system, covering bus, car and vanpooling, and rail passenger service. Clearly, the
regional transit system has rebounded from the low point of a few decades ago. Just as
clearly, the opportunities over the timeline of the Plan are significant and critical to the
Region. Efficient movement of people is a vital component of the long term economic
health and vitality of the Region.
In 2004 and 2005, the SCRCOG undertook a Regional Transit Development Strategies
Study to conduct a comprehensive overview of the transit system for the Region. The
study culminated with a final report entitled “Strategies Evaluation Report” which
provided discussion and recommendations for transit operations and improvements. The
recommendations were summarized in the report as Table 3.1-1 which is shown on
page16.
Subsequent input has revised the recommendation concerning a West Haven or Orange
Railroad Station to now recommend construction of stations at both locations.
The Plan looks to the further study and implementation of the recommendations noted
above. Implementation of these recommendations is beyond the fiscal constraint of the
Plan and additional funding will be required. Once implemented, these enhancements
will be an important part of the congestion management process and will meet the goals
of providing more and better travel options for the Region.
Current transit services are available from many sources. Service options, identified
needs and providers are described below:
Connecticut Transit - As the fixed route bus operator for the Region, CTTRANSIT
works to maintain existing service, and seeks opportunities to improve service within the
fiscal constraint of their annual appropriations. As with most transit operators, the fares
generated do not pay for the operational costs, necessitating operating appropriations.
Since the last Plan, significant increases and fluctuations in the price of gasoline have
increased the ridership of CTTRANSIT. This increase has strained the capacity of several
routes in the Region. CTTRANSIT has discussed the acquisition of articulated busses,
which allow for increased capacity, with minimal additional operating costs. Statutory
changes are required to allow articulated busses, as well as possible improvements in bus
stops on the various routes. System and equipment modifications such as these or
additional buses will be required to serve the increased ridership that is anticipated for the
Region. As needs are identified, CTTRANSIT, in consultation with the SCRCOG, the
municipalities served, CDOT and local elected representatives of the Connecticut
Legislature, must work to meet these needs. Expanded service in one area cannot be
accomplished at the expense of service in another, unless ridership declines are evident.
The goal of the Region is to maintain and enhance service to meet identified needs.
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CTTransit bus service provides route options for this
transportation mode. Existing service is vital for
many residents of the Region. Enhanced service will
help address regional highway congestion, while
providing more travel options for riders.

The headways between busses on several routes have been discussed. Headways of ten
minutes or less on the major bus lines in the Region have been recommended to provide
good service, reduce crowding and encourage mode shifts to transit for reducing highway
congestion. Reliable and timely service is a critical component of the attractiveness of
bus utilization to potential riders.
CTTRANSIT can only accomplish these goals with the proper facilities and equipment.
A new garage and maintenance facility, in planning for many years, will be constructed
commencing within the next year. This facility is critical for the maintenance of service
during the timeline of the Plan. This investment by CDOT emphasizes the commitment to
the health of the regional transit system.
Intermodal connections should be encouraged. Bicycle transportation facilities should be
part of the overall CTTRANSIT planning and service as noted below.
Fleet replacement is planned and must be implemented to ensure reliable and desirable
service. Additional equipment may be necessary to meet the reduction desired in
headway or to provide additional route capacity. Likewise, bus shelter improvements and
replacements are required to provide suitable protection for riders in all weather
conditions. These amenities are important to retain riders in all types of weather and
reduce highway congestion and weather related delays.
Greater New Haven Transit District - The Greater New Haven Transit District
(GNHTD) provides public transportation services in the Region which augment the
CTTRANSIT fixed route services. The most extensive of these services provides trips to
individuals with disabilities and is mandated by Federal law via the Americans with
Disabilities Act. A number of other services are provided for transportation of elderly
and/or disabled passengers who may not be eligible for the ADA transportation services.
The size of the populations needing the services provided by the District continues to
increase. Expanding numbers of elderly and disabled individuals in the region will drive
the need for additional funding and careful planning in order to continue to provide these
populations the freedom to travel and to maintain their quality of life.
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GNHTD “My Ride” buses

The District also provides fixed route services with four battery electric trolley vehicles
used in a downtown circulator and for parking lot shuttles in New Haven. Use of these
non-polluting vehicles has led the District to explore the feasibility of adding more
alternatively fueled vehicles to its fleet. To that end GNHTD has secured partial funding
for a project to develop hydrogen powered transit vehicles for use in the Region.
Continued funding for this project will result in the addition of two alternative fuel
vehicles to the GNHTD New Haven circulator fleet.

New Haven downtown circulator trolley

Various capital improvement projects related to transit services are administered through
the District, including transit enhancement projects and bus shelter installation and
replacement projects as well as an ongoing Small Vehicle Acquisition Project which is
utilized by a number of state and local organizations for procurement of small transit
vehicles.
The District also provides transportation for seniors and disabled persons through a
municipal grant program funded by the state. This program has been funded by the state
for the last two years and has provided transportation for eligible residents of the Region.
The program has provided necessary transportation services for the elderly and disabled
and has been well utilized. Future funding allocations are under review. Continuation of
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the program beyond the initial well-received period will provide needed transportation
services for this segment of the Region’s residents.
Milford Transit District – Milford Transit District provides transportation services for
the western portion of the Region. Fixed route service, and ADA service, as well as “diala-ride” service, are provided for their service area.
Meriden Transit District – Meriden Transit District contracts for ADA and “dial-a-ride”
service for their service area.
Wallingford Transit District – Wallingford Transit District contracts for ADA and
“dial-a-ride” service for their service area.
Estuary Transit District – Estuary Transit District provides service in their Region east
of the South Central Region. Connections are provided to the CDOT funded Dattco S
Route in Madison.
Rideworks – Rideworks provides the Region with commute alternatives that help reduce
dependence on the single occupant vehicle. Carpool and vanpool formation, information
on the ease of use and benefits of these options, customized work or travel trip planning,
promotion of transit usage and other commute trip options are all available for the benefit
of the Region’s travelers. Commuter outreach efforts raise awareness of the full range of
state sponsored commute alternatives to driving to work alone. As congestion increases,
Ridework’s efforts will continue to be vital to ensure full utilization of all transportation
modes, thereby increasing system efficiency, especially during daily peak travel hours.
Rideworks’ provides employers and key traffic generators with technical expertise to
help design customized Transportation Demand Management (TDM) programs for their
employees. While employers can experience bottom-line benefits from adding policies
supportive of transportation alternatives to their benefit package, they also help reduce
traffic congestion and improve air quality in the region. TelecommuteCT, a newer TDM
initiative, supports telecommuting to the worksite by providing design, development and
implementation of a telecommute program to area employers. While telecommuting, the
employee can completely remove a worktrip from the Region’s transportation system,
reducing transportation related emissions, decreasing energy demands and improving air
quality.

LOCHSTP – SAFETEA-LU requires the development of Coordinated Public Transit Human Service Transportation Plans (LOCHSTP) in order to qualify for federal
transportation funds under the following three Federal Transit Administration’s (FTA)
programs:
Job Access and Reverse Commute (JARC) programs are to improve access to
employment and employment related activities for low-income workers.
New Freedom Initiative (NFI) programs are to assist individuals with disabilities with
transportation. Grants are for new public transportation services and public transportation
alternatives that go beyond the requirements of the ADA.
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Section 5310 Vehicle Grant Program Funding for Elderly and Disabled Transportation
provides vehicle grants to non profit agencies or municipalities to provide transportation
to seniors and persons with disabilities.
For planning purposes the Connecticut Department of Transportation and regional
planning organizations across the state have begun the process of developing a locally
coordinated LOCHSTP plan. Once completed the plan will determine how those funds
will be spent in Connecticut and will be developed through a process that includes
representatives of public, private and nonprofit human services transportation providers
and participation by the public. At this time, LOCHSTP only covers the three FTAfunded programs described above. In the future, it could encompass additional federallyfunded and state-funded programs.
Local Providers – The Region has many municipalities and non-profit agencies that
provide travel options for certain segments of the public. As part of SAFETEA-LU,
funding is available for vehicle acquisition under the 5310 program. In accord with
program timelines, applications for vehicle funding are received and ranked by the
Region for recommendation to CDOT. The program has provided many vehicles which
provide travel services to the residents of the Region. Continued funding for vehicle
acquisition under this program is necessary to insure continuation of these needed and
well-utilized travel options.

Shore Line East – Commuter rail services for municipalities east of New Haven have
experienced significant growth and capital investment. Construction of new stations, with
high level platforms and good, well lit parking, has led to increased ridership. Remaining
station upgrades are to be built near term. Many parking lots are utilized to near capacity,
requiring planning for further expansion. Solutions could also involve transit service and
carpooling to some station locations. Connections at the destination end of the rail trip, by
Commuter Connection buses and private shuttles, have increased the viability of using
the train and should continue to expand. Service modifications which allow for riders to
remain on the same train for service west of New Haven have been well-received. The
success of the commuter service and the desire to provide additional rail travel options to
reduce congestion and dependence upon the automobile has led to proposals for reverse
commute service and weekend service. The Region has adopted these service
enhancements and expansions as a regional priority for legislative action. This regional
priority is beyond the fiscal constraint of the Plan. As noted below under Bicycle
Transportation Facilities, provision should be made for bicycle facilities both at the
stations and on the passenger cars.
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New Guilford Shore Line East Station provides for
“up and over” access, allowing service on both
tracks and parking on both sides of the railroad.

Regional transportation solutions require the
construction of similar stations at all Shore Line
East stops.

Service enhancements and expansion are a goal of the Region. This additional service
will provide greater travel options and reduce highway congestion on I-95. Additional
infrastructure including parking and access to both tracks will be required. Operating
agreements with AMTRAK will need to be addressed for reverse commute and weekend
service. Beyond these enhancements, expansion of Shore Line East with additional
service or connections to New London and possibly beyond to Providence, Rhode Island
should be considered during the timeline of the Plan. Equipment upgrades should
encourage seamless service, allowing riders to travel further without changing trains,
utilizing the current successful service continuation west of New Haven as the model.
The Plan notes the importance of these additional travel options.
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Shore Line East Service Enhancements and Expansion are major goals of the region

Shore Line East Station for East Haven – Provision for a station on Shore Line East for
East Haven remains a key need. Operational needs identified by AMTRAK for the
corridor and potential locations present challenges which must be addressed. Serious
discussions and negotiations with CDOT as service provider, and AMTRAK as operator,
must be undertaken to allow for the service expansion and enhancements. As the only
town along Shore Line East without a station, residents must travel to either Branford or
New Haven, utilizing available parking in either location. In New Haven, the lack of
sufficient parking is already an identified issue while the trip to Branford is a reverse trip
with parking there already limited. Travel to either station only increases current
congestion on the highways. The construction of this station is beyond the fiscal
constraint of the Plan but must be viewed as a near to mid term need.
New Haven, Hartford, Springfield (NHHS) expanded rail passenger service – Rail
passenger service is currently provided along this corridor. A CDOT commissioned
study, “New Haven, Hartford, Springfield Commuter Rail Implementation Study”,
provided documentation and recommendations for expanded service. The Connecticut
Transportation Strategy Board has identified expanded service along this corridor for
commuter, as well as continued non-peak and weekend travel, as a key component of the
State transportation strategy. The final recommendations include bi-directional service
with a minimum of 14 one-way trips on a 30 minute peak hour schedule. A fare structure
similar to other state sponsored commuter services is a key component of the success of
this proposal. The SCRCOG has adopted the implementation of this commuter service as
one of its legislative priorities for 2007. Funding for this service will require capital
equipment purchases, station upgrades, new station construction in North Haven and
possibly other locations, parking facility improvements, as well as improvements to the
corridor infrastructure to expand the service. This funding is beyond the fiscal constraints
of this Plan. The transportation need exists and SCRCOG adopts this as a near term goal.
Shore Line East Connection to NHHS expanded rail – As commuter rail service is
expanded and enhances, the need for interconnection of these services will be important.
In this Region, Shore Line East and NHHS service currently meet at Union Station in
New Haven. As part of the Plan, an interconnection which bypasses this busy hub may be
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important in providing timely travel options from one commuter rail to another. Rail
connections exist which would bypass New Haven and allow interconnections in North
Haven and either Branford or East Haven, if a station is built there.
Union Station Parking, New Haven – The increased utilization of rail service and the
lack of transit service in many portions of the Region requires the riders to travel to the
rail stations. A supply of convenient and easily accessible parking is necessary to ensure
that no impediments to rail use are in place. While progress has been made in improving
the frequency and convenience of the rail connections into Union Station from the
Region, the current service leaving Union Station provides significantly more options
than are available inbound from the Region. Many riders therefore travel to Union Station
by car to travel by rail beyond the Region. The parking at Union Station has been
identified for many years as extremely inadequate. Numerous attempts have been made
to address this deficit without success to date. The resolution of this issue is a key
requirement to increase transit and rail usage and further reduce highway congestion. The
SCRCOG encourages all parties to work to a near term solution which provides adequate
and convenient parking for Union Station needs.
West Haven and Orange Metro North Passenger Stations – The creation of additional
passenger stations between New Haven and Milford has been under discussion for many
years. Studies have been conducted in the past, leading to a SCRCOG decision to
recommend a station first in West Haven, with the subsequent construction of a second
station in Orange as soon as possible. Current study by CDOT addresses the
environmental issues for both stations. SCRCOG considers the construction of stations in
both towns critical to the Region. Legislative action in 2006 required the construction of
both stations and the Region looks to the Legislature for the full funding of the
construction of these stations.
Milford Railroad Station Parking Expansion – Current parking at this location is
extremely inadequate. Waiting lists for available parking show a substantial demand for
additional parking for commuter utilization of the rail facility. Parking demand which is
not met results in additional cars dropping off or picking up commuters at peak hours or
additional traffic on highways if the traveler cannot utilize rail opportunities. Those
adverse impacts demand that the parking availability at this location be addressed. A
study of the parking options entitled “Structured Parking Feasibility Study for the Milford
Railroad Station, July 1, 2006” was provided to the Milford Transit District. The study
provided recommendations concerning location and preferred alternatives as well as
construction costs and operations plans and costs.
While the construction of the stations in West Haven and Orange may reduce some of the
parking demand, regional patterns suggest that the parking demand will still far outstrip
the currently available spaces. Construction of near term solutions in Milford is required.
This need is beyond the fiscal constraint of the Plan and additional funding should be
sought to address this need.
High Speed to Core Service – High speed service to central New Haven employment
areas has been operated by CDOT busses for many years with varying success.
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Unfortunately, the regional infrastructure does not support exclusive access, thereby
requiring the high speed service to compete with other commuter peak highway traffic.
This competition reduces the viability of the service as congestion increases and
commuter peak traffic impacts occur for longer periods of time each morning and
evening. Shore Line East and the New Haven, Hartford, Springfield railroad services
should address these needs in the I-95 and I-91 corridors, when service upgrades and
enhancements are fully implemented. The “Strategies Evaluation Report” noted above
identified several high speed to core service opportunities which warrant further
investigation. Additional needs identified over the timeline of the Plan for other corridors
and opportunities for high speed to core service should be studied and, if feasible,
implemented to reduce regional congestion and traffic impacts on the economy and the
environment, provide better travel options, and improved access to major employment
centers.
Major Capital Investments – SAFETEA-LU requires that all transit major capital
investments be evaluated utilizing several criteria. As funding for most initiatives comes
from sources outside the Region, it is important the regional decisions meet the criteria of
the federal legislation.
The criteria are discussed below.
Alternatives Analysis – All decisions must include an analysis of alternatives.
Viability of alternatives must be evaluated through the weighing of many factors,
including existing infrastructure capacity, environmental impacts, overall cost,
necessary infrastructure improvements, input received during public outreach,
intermodal connections, right of way issues and numerous other factors. The Plan
envisions that this analysis will have active participation by the Region in the
process and a decision on the preferred alternative by the SCRCOG.
Justification of the Project – Once the needs have been identified, and the
alternatives analysis undertaken, sufficient information and data will be available
to document the justification for the project. Formal approval action by the
SCRCOG will be necessary for the project to proceed.
Local Financial Commitment – Transit activities are primarily funded by State
and Federal funds. Any project undertaken will be funded by these sources.
Endorsement by the SCRCOG will indicate the Region’s desire for the project to
proceed. Once funded by these sources, adoption into the Region’s Transportation
Improvement Program (TIP) will indicate concurrence with the financial
commitment by the SCRCOG.
Economic Development Potential – Each regional transit program has an impact
on the economic vitality of the Region. Major capital investments will most likely
have an impact on the economic development potential of the portions of the
Region served by the transit service proposed for major capital investment.
SCRCOG staff meets regularly with organizations in the Region concerned with
economic vitality, development, and job preservation and growth, such as the
Regional Growth Partnership (RGP), regional and local Chambers of Commerce,
the Greater New Haven Convention and Visitors Bureau, and municipal economic
development staff. Regular monthly SCRCOG meetings include reports from
some of these organizations, as well as agenda distribution to all. Economic
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impact information can easily be obtained from these sources to insure
consideration of the economic factors in the decision-making process.
Reliability of Ridership and Costs Forecasts – Major capital investments must be
evaluated utilizing many factors to determine the long term viability of the
proposed major capital project. CDOT, in consultation with AMTRAK and other
regional service providers, can provide the information necessary to address
reliability of ridership and cost forecasts. SCRCOG staff will participate in the
planning process and review CDOT reports. The SCRCOG will review the
information provided by CDOT as part of the consideration for adoption of the
project into the Region’s TIP, a necessary step in the actual implementation of the
major capital investment.
Improved coordination of the various services offered by numerous providers is an
opportunity which will benefit existing users and visitors to the Region. The providers of
the services noted in this chapter are encouraged to continue to work for all inclusive
information and coordination which will promote intermodal opportunities, improved
transportation options, increased mobility, and regional economic vitality.
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Transit Enhancement Projects
SAFETEA-LU requires that one percent of the Federal Transit Administration (FTA)
capital and operating funds allocated to the New Haven-Meriden Urbanized Area be
allocated for transit enhancement projects. Transit enhancement projects increase access
to transit or improve modal connections to transit. These funds flow through the Greater
New Haven Transit District, the region’s only FTA eligible agency apart from ConnDOT.
In order for a municipality to secure funding, a 20% local match is required. Projects
designed to enhance public transportation services or their use that are physically and
functionally related to transit facilities are considered transit enhancement projects.
Eligible projects are:
• historic preservation, rehabilitation, and operation of historic public
transportation buildings, structures, and facilities (including historic bus
and railroad facilities);
• bus shelters;
• landscaping and other scenic beautification, including tables, benches,
trash receptacles, and street lights;
• public art;
• pedestrian access and walkways;
• bicycle access, including bicycle storage facilities and installing
equipment for transporting bicycles on public transportation vehicles;
• transit connections to parks within the recipient's transit service area;
• signage; and
• enhanced access for persons with disabilities to public transportation
Traditionally, transit enhancement projects in the Region have been either improved or
additional pedestrian facilities to allow improved access to transit, or bus stop
improvements, including new, improved or replacement bus shelters. These projects have
been well received and SCRCOG encourages the continuation of this program.

Kohl’s Hamden Mart Bus Shelters

Bus Shelters provide protection from adverse
weather conditions. Transit ridership
increases where amenities enhance the
attractiveness of the service.
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Past and Current Projects - In FY 2001 and FY 2002 approximately $523,200 (federal)
funds were committed to transit enhancement projects in East Haven, Hamden, Meriden,
and New Haven.
Past Projects
Municipality

Project

New Haven
East Haven
Hamden
Meriden
New Haven

Long Wharf Bus Stop
Momauguin Bus Shelter Improvements
Hamden Mart/Kohl's Bus Shelter
RR Station Enhancements
Artspace Bus Stop

Cost($)
Total

Federal

$21,250
$29,000
$81,000
$209,000
$313,750
$654,000

$17,000
$23,200
$64,800
$167,200
$251,000
$523,200

In FY 2005 $438,400 (federal) funds were committed to 4 projects in the region. These
projects included improvements to the access to the rail road station in Branford,
sidewalk improvements and bus shelters in North Haven, bus shelters in West Haven and
sidewalk construction and repairs in Woodbridge.
Current Projects*
Cost($)
Total

Federal

Municipality

Project

Branford
North Haven

Railroad Station Access
$166,000
Complement Montowese Economic Development $148,000

$132,800
$118,400

West Haven
Woodbridge

Bus Shelters
Transit Access

$112,000
$75,200
$438,400

$140,000
$94,000
$548,000

Status of outstanding Projects
Branford: Railroad Station Access
Improve pedestrian access to the Shore Line East Rail station. Project will widen a
minimal Maple Street sidewalk and install stairs to provide direct station access from
Maple Street.
North Haven: Compliment Montowese Economic Development Program
Project to include the installation of new sidewalks and the addition of bus shelters along
Quinnipiac and Middletown avenues about 1/4 mile in conjunction with a Montowese
Economic Enhancement Project.
West Haven: Bus Shelters
Project will introduce up to 7 new bus shelters. 4 shelters are made part of an Orange
Avenue Improvement Project and 3 shelters will be installed at selected high density
stops.
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Woodbridge: Transit Access
Description: Project will improve pedestrian links to transit along Woodbridge arterials.
Major sidewalk gaps along Amity Rd and Lucy Street will to be filled.
Status of Current Funding
Apportionment and Carryovers
New Haven Meriden Urbanized Area

FFY 03
FFY 04
FFY 05
FFY 06
FFY 07
FFY 08
FFY 09

1% Set Aside
$132,776
$143,597
$136,897
$141,004*
$145,234*
$149,591*
$154,079*

Carryover
$351
$133,127
$276,724
-$24,779
$116,225
$261,459
$411,050

Committed
$0
$0
$438,400
$0
$0
$0
$0

* Estimated amount based on 3% annual increase
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Available
$133,127
$276,724
-$24,779
$116,225
$261,459
$411,050
$565,129

Interstate 95 Central Corridor Expansion
After decades of discussion and planning, the I-95 Central Corridor Expansion projects
are underway. The completion of this series of construction contracts will influence the
Region’s Plan for the timeframe of the Plan and beyond.
Major capacity expansions are either completed or in planning for I-95 from Exit 54
Cedar Street in Branford, on the north (east) end to of Exit 46 on the south (west) end.
The expansion also includes the replacement of the Pearl Harbor Memorial Bridge (Q
Bridge) with a new structure and the complete rebuilding of the I-95, I-91, and Route 34
interchange.
Exit 54 to Exit 49 – Contracts for this section have either been completed or are
substantially underway. A third lane in each direction has been added from Exit 54 to
Exit 51. Two additional southbound lanes and one additional northbound lane will be
completed between Exit 51 and the former location of Exit 49, which has been combined
with Exit 50 to accommodate the additional expanded lane construction and capacity.
Pearl Harbor Memorial Bridge – The replacement structure will be constructed in
phases due to the tight construction area and the need for maintenance and protection of
traffic. The completed structure will not be fully operational before 2014. Additional lane
capacity and improved circulation over the entrance to New Haven Harbor will eliminate
the perception of inaccessibility to New Haven and other portions of the Region due to
daily congestion and difficult movements due to limited capacity. The completed
transportation resource will be a positive influence on the economic well-being of the
Region.

Signature Design for new Pearl Harbor Memorial Bridge (Courtesy CDOT)
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I-95, I-91, Route 34 interchange – The reconstruction of this interchange is not only
vital to the I-95 corridor, but also to the I-91 corridor and access to downtown New
Haven. Daily congestion occurs due to the lack of capacity for many movements at this
location. The reconstructed interchange will allow safer movements and address the left
lane merges which have been identified as compromising motorist’s safety.
Long Wharf Area – The Corridor Improvements originally included improvements to
Exit 45. Lack of consensus concerning the best approach to this section of the Corridor
delayed decisions and moved construction to the end of the construction timeline. Design
decisions are expected in the very near term on long standing issues such as public
access, public park expansion, traffic circulation and neighborhood impacts. It is clear
that improvements in this section are required to insure optimal operation of the other
planned improvements. The region looks forward to consensus to allow the project to
proceed.
The replacement of the Howard Avenue Bridge will be part of this portion of the corridor
improvements. Recent outreach from CDOT has provided public input to the process and
will help frame near term design decisions.
Boathouse Replacement – The former Yale Boathouse was acquired and will be
removed as part of the Pearl Harbor Memorial Bridge replacement. As part of the Long
Wharf portion of the corridor project, a replacement structure is proposed. The Plan
envisions this structure as part of the City of New Haven’s long stated goal of making the
shoreline in this area more accessible and attractive to the public.
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Interstates and Limited Access Highways
With the exception of the I-95 Central Corridor Project, the interstate system and state
limited access highways in the Region has not seen substantial improvements since the
initial construction of the last interstate section well over thirty years ago. Many other
portions of this system suffer from operational and capacity deficiencies. While most of
the identified issues are beyond the fiscal constraints of the Plan, there are real impacts of
these deficiencies felt throughout the Region.
I-95 North (East) of Exit 54 – The CDOT has investigated the conditions of I-95 from
Exit 54 in Branford to the Rhode Island state line. The Southeast Corridor Study
concluded that additional capacity was needed and that a third lane should be constructed
in each direction for the entire length. The study has been forwarded to the Connecticut
Legislature for consideration and funding. Commuter morning and evening peaks, as well
as peaks throughout the weekend confirm the need for additional capacity. CDOT has
identified improvements of this portion of I-95 as a Major Project of Statewide
Significance and included it within the fiscal constraint of the Plan. The SCRCOG
endorses additional capacity for that portion of the corridor within this Region as a midterm construction goal.
I-95 North (East) Interchange improvements – The Southeast Corridor Study also
identified several opportunities for interchange improvements. Other opportunities have
been identified by the municipalities in this portion of the Region. The interchange
opportunities are outlined below.
Exit 53 – Current configuration allows for movements oriented to or from the
south (west) direction. Potential reconfiguration of the connection of Exit 53 to
Route 1 has lead to conceptual plans for a connection to allow for a full
interchange in both directions. These additional movements will allow better
access to that area of Branford and also allow for economic development
potential, furthering several goals of SAFETEA-LU.
Exit 59 – The Study proposed near term improvements to allow for safe
connection with I-95 and Route 1 at Goose Lane. The concept raises additional
concerns as it severely impacts the current CDOT maintenance facility. Regional
growth will further deteriorate the traffic level of service at this interchange and,
whether the current concept or another, solutions are necessary. Improvements to
Exit 60 as noted below may partially address this issue.
Exit 60 – Due to its proximity to the former Madison toll station on I-95, Exit 60
was only constructed to have movements to or from the north (east) direction.
Original plans called for the south (west) movement to be made from Wildwood
Avenue. In fact, these ramps were rough graded but never constructed when the
Connecticut Turnpike, the original name for this section of I-95, was built. The
Study identified these never completed ramps as a possible near-term
improvement.
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Further study is necessary for both Exit 59 and Exit 60. As each is in a different
municipality, differing concerns surround each modification. There are
implications on local streets for access to these areas from nearby residential
areas. The Region looks to CDOT to address these interchange issues in full
discussion with both municipalities.
Limited funding for interchange improvements from Branford to the Rhode Island state
line is included in the fiscal constraint of the Plan as a Major Project of Statewide
Significance. Exit 59 and 60 improvements could fall within this category, though
funding is extremely limited. The SCRCOG encourages CDOT to continue the process
on these interchange issues.
I-95 South (west) of Exit 45 - CDOT completed a study of I-95 from New Haven to the
New York state line several years ago. The Legislature recognized the difficulty of
constructing additional capacity on I-95 due to limited current right of way and intense
adjacent development. The solution mandated by the legislative action was to analyze the
transportation needs and develop a plan to reduce the base levels of highway demand by
5% within five years.
Actions of CDOT included the reduction of highway demand by increasing utilization of
other means of transportation. These included increased rail usage, increased ridesharing/carpool usage, increased vanpool usage, increased full and part-time
telecommuting, increased use of alternative work schedules, increased inter-regional bus
ridership, and new ferry ridership. Results reported by CDOT include success in some of
these areas and below goal reductions in others.
Any additional actions within the Southwest Corridor are anticipated to address
transportation demand and not provide increased highway capacity.
I-95 South (west) Interchange Improvements – Exit 41 has been reconstructed and
Exit 42 reconstruction is substantially underway. These projects have addressed longstanding issues and improve the efficiency of the interstate system. The Plan looks to
identify opportunities such as these over the timeframe of the Plan to insure efficient and
safe operation of all interchanges on I-95 in the Region. Any identified projects are
beyond the fiscal constraint and would require additional funding.

I-95 New Haven-West Haven West River Bridge/
I-95 Milford-Stratford Moses Wheeler Bridge
Bridge Replacement
Maintenance of aging infrastructure subject to traffic volumes far in excess of the design
volumes requires attention and significant funding. Viaduct systems such as these bridge
structures are especially important. CDOT has allocated funds for these important links
along I-95 for near term projects.
I-91 Interchange Improvements – The interchange issues on I-91 are less significant as
the design standards were more stringent for I-91, which was constructed a decade or
more after the Connecticut Turnpike (I-95). However, changes in traffic patterns and
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volumes due to adjacent development cause increased interchange usage, resulting in
unsatisfactory interchange operations. Two examples are as follows:
Route 68 – Wallingford - Improvements have been accomplished at the I-91Route 68 interchange to address substantially increased traffic volumes. The
increased capacity has resulted in improved interchange efficiency.
Route 80 – New Haven – Interchange improvements have been identified as
necessary for the northbound off ramp as a Major Project of Statewide
Significance and included it within the fiscal constraint of the Plan. The SCRCOG
views this project as a near to mid term improvement.
The Plan looks to identify opportunities such as these over the timeframe of the Plan to
insure efficient and safe operation of all interchanges on I-91 in the Region. Any newly
identified projects are beyond the fiscal constraint and would require additional funding.
I-691 Chamberlain Highway - Meriden – The previous Plan identified improvements
to this interchange as desirable for the efficiency of the local highway network.
Additional movements at this interchange could be beneficial and provide better access to
and from I-691 in both directions. The SCRCOG encourages CDOT to study this
interchange for possible modifications and improvements.
Wilbur Cross Parkway – The Wilbur Cross Parkway, Connecticut Route 15, is the only
non-interstate limited access highway in the Region. Constructed in the 1930’s, the
Parkway was constructed for passenger vehicles only and provides a connection from the
New York state line to Hartford. Distinctive and unique designs were used for the bridge
structures. The design kept many trees and continues to provide a scenic roadway for
travel through the state. Minor improvements have been made since the original
construction, but many interchanges have changed little since initial construction. As
traffic volumes have increased, and safety standards have evolved, many of these
interchanges require study for improved safety while entering and exiting the parkway.
The scenic character of the parkway is a feature which is valued by the residents and
motorists and must be maintained. The challenge is to insure safety while maintaining the
character of the parkway. Current investigations and study underway on Exits 65 and 66
in Wallingford are examples of the safety needs. The Region encourages CDOT to work
on the interchange issues and provide context sensitive solutions to the identified
operational and safety issues.
Rest Area Study – The CDOT has undertaken a study to determine the future of rest
areas and service plazas along Connecticut’s interstate and limited access highways.
Recent changes in federal legislation have allowed greater flexibility in the requirements
for service plaza operations. Facilities that were constructed with the Connecticut
Turnpike in the 1950’s have become extremely dated. Truck parking has been evaluated
and available parking is far below the documented needs. Lack of truck parking causes
operators to place their rigs in undesired areas such as interstate pull-offs, exit ramps,
commercial developments, and local streets adjacent to residential areas.
The Study will provide guidance for the CDOT as it works to meet future needs and
improve the image of Connecticut’s rest areas and service plazas. This guidance will help
the CDOT frame the new leases and achieve more traveler friendly facilities, with better
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food choices, improved facilities and help promote a better image of Connecticut to the
traveling public. It is expected that the final study will be presented during 2007.
Park and Ride Lots – For many decades, CDOT has constructed and maintained Park
and Ride Lots adjacent to the Region’s interstates and limited access highways. Most of
these lots have been constructed within the land acquired for the construction of the
interstates at interchanges. Most of these lots are well utilized and serve as both informal
and formal staging areas for car, van and bus usage. Each lot removes cars from the
highway and is an important component of congestion reduction initiatives.
Highway improvement and expansion projects often impact these well-utilized lots. Any
impacted lots should be relocated and expanded to continue the reduction in single
occupant vehicle usage. The Plan encourages CDOT to work with the Region to provide
additional capacity where needs are identified as part of the regional transportation
system.

Park and Ride Lots reduce single occupant vehicle usage, reduce highway congestion
and, when suitably located, provide intermodal connections.

Incident Management/Traffic Management – Congestion is evident on certain portions
of the interstate system daily. Incidents on the interstates can cause congestion to increase
dramatically. Any significant congestion has an adverse impact on local roads, whether
through diversion routes or by drivers attempting to avoid delays. The Region is guided
by a planning document prepared for the New Haven-Meriden Metropolitan Area titled
“Intelligent Transportation System Strategic Deployment Plan, New Haven-Meriden
Metropolitan Area, 1999”, prepared by TransCore.
Phase 1 and 2 construction has installed the infrastructure for video surveillance and
communication on the interstates in the Region. These facilities allow for real time
information to be available to CDOT traffic operations facilities.
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Highway Advisory Radio (HAR) is proposed for interstates not currently covered in the
Region. Operation of this system will provide information for motorists to utilize in their
choice of routes.

Variable Message Signs and Highway Advisory Radio provide important travel information for reducing
congestion and travel delays due to highway incidents.

Variable Message Signs have also been installed along I-91 and I-95.
Each municipality in the Region which contains a portion of I-91 or I-95 has participated
in a process with CDOT that produced a “Diversion Plan” for that town. These Diversion
Plans provide guidance for CDOT, Connecticut State Police, local police, local
emergency responders, local public works and other departments to utilize in the event of
a major event on the interstate. These major events displace traffic from the slowed or
stopped interstate to local, parallel routes. Diversion Plans provide a mechanism to
minimize the impacts of the diverted traffic in each municipality by providing prior
assessment and planning.
The Plan views the Diversion Plans as dynamic documents which require timely revision
in response to changed conditions and as a result of the experience gained from their
utilization in response to interstate incidents. Periodic reviews and updates are required to
insure the best response to the challenges of incident management.
Unified Response Manual – The SCRCOG, in cooperation with federal and state
agencies, has undertaken the process of preparing a comprehensive, National Incident
Management System (NIMS) compliant, multi-disciplined Highway Incident Unified
Response Manual (URM) for Connecticut.
The Connecticut Transportation Strategy Board (TSB), in 2003, established a Statewide
Incident Management Task Force (SIMTF) which was charged with developing
recommendations for improving the efficiency, coordination, and management of the
response to and clearance of incidents on the state’s highways. In October 2003, the
SIMTF presented a White Paper detailing recommendations to the TSB. A high priority
recommendation was to develop a URM for statewide use.
The SCRCOG, funded by Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and CDOT as part
of the Unified Planning Work Program for FY 2007, has engaged a consultant for the
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URM preparation. SIMTF is assisting the SCRCOG in the review of the consultant draft
and administration of the consultant contract. The draft URM has been prepared and it is
anticipated that the final draft will be the subject of a tabletop exercise and will then be
circulated for statewide adoption.
Utilization of the URM will allow for better and improved response to incidents on the
highways of the state.
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Arterial System
Arterial highways of the Region are key components of the highway system and serve
predominantly regional and local traffic. Congestion and operational inefficiencies are
immediately observable to the residents of the Region as they regularly utilize this
portion of the highway system. Opportunities exist on the arterials of the Region for both
large and small scale improvement projects which can provide substantial operational
enhancement in the immediate area of the project.
The previous Plan outlined numerous arterials and options for study and possible capacity
improvements. Corridor studies have been undertaken on just two of the highways
suggested in the table from the previous Plan. The identified deficiencies still exist and
must be addressed.
Arterial Goals – The Plan recognizes that the arterials in the Region must function
efficiently for the free flow of traffic and goods throughout the Region. Arterial
improvement projects and land use patterns must be advanced which offer improvement
in the following areas:
Access and performance – It has been shown that access issues and policies can
substantially impact the performance of the arterial. Zoning Regulations which
allow multiple curb cuts and little or no required separation contribute to
increased turning movements and lowered arterial performance. Crossing and
turning traffic increases conflicting movements which, in turn, decreases overall
vehicle speed and lane volumes.
Continuity – Optimal operation of arterials requires a consistent lane
configuration. Motorists should expect to maintain traffic flow at all intersections
and not have turning movements stop the flow of traffic in a travel lane. The
opportunities for additional capacity outlined in the table below would address
turning movements, providing improved motorist safety and increased arterial
capacity with investment of limited available funding.
Traffic Signal Upgrades – Traffic signal control technology has advanced
substantially in the past decade. State of the art equipment and control can allow
extended section of arterials to be managed and coordinated to give through
movement priority while insuring satisfactory side street access without
significant delays. Signal upgrades on the CDOT system have addressed some
coordination along arterial sections in the Region. Many more opportunities for
coordination and improved efficiency of the regional arterials exist. Locally
maintained and controlled traffic signal systems also have opportunities, though
often not addressed due to limited local funding. While beyond the fiscal
constraint of the Plan, equipment and control upgrades are a critical part of the
congestion management process. Additional funding must be a regional priority.
Good design implementation – Many of the arterials in the Region have
undergone various improvements which have not addressed underlying conditions
such as offset intersections, poorly spaced intersections and similar design
considerations. While the addressing of these issues is often complicated due to
right of way concerns and other limiting factors, it is clear that improvement
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projects must address these design considerations to provide long term solutions
which optimize performance of the Region’s arterials.
Safety – All of the above considerations must address the underlying principle of
highway safety. Arterial projects must be considered with emphasis on the
potential for improved highway and pedestrian safety. Regional arterials serve
many functions, providing connections throughout the Region and supporting
adjacent economic activity which is vital to the regional economy. Access to
adjoining properties and businesses must be provided without compromises to
vehicular safety. High volume arterials have additional safety considerations.
Raised medians can be utilized to improve safety on arterials with numerous curb
cuts, eliminating crossing traffic and directing crossing movements to adequately
spaced “U-turn” opportunities.
Pedestrian movements must be evaluated to provide cross walks and signal timing
that promotes both pedestrian movements and pedestrian safety. The raised
median may also be utilized to provide pedestrian refuge areas.
Arterial Improvements – The table below addresses opportunities for arterial
improvement. These potential arterial improvements have been identified in the previous
Plan. Additional potential improvement projects have been identified by the
municipalities in the Region and are noted in Appendix A. The opportunities noted below
could be considered as “system improvements” within the fiscal constraint of the Plan.
The only Major Project of Statewide Significance on arterials in this Region noted within
the fiscal constraint is the reconstruction of the AMTRAK bridge over Route 1 in
Branford. (See Chapter 17 – Financial Plan)
Candidate Arterials
Route
Town

Limits

Rte 10
Rte 10
Rte 10
Rte 10
Rte 122
Rte 150
Rte 150
Rte 162
Rte 162
Rte 162
Rte 162
Rte 17
Rte 63
Rte 68
Rte 69
Rte 80
Rte 80
US 1
US 1
US 1
US 1
US 1
US 1
US 1
US 5
US 5
US 5
US 5

Washington Ave to Route 40
Rt 40 to Todd St
Todd St so to Shepard Ave
River St to Cheshire TL
US 1 to Elm St
Rt 71 overpass
South of Old Colony Rd to Rt 68
Elm St to Greta St
West Haven TL to US 1
West of Old Gate Ln to Gulf St
Clark St to US 1
N & S Rte 22 intersection
Dayton St (NH) to Landin St (Wdbg)
Hanover St to No. Main St
Rte 63 to Landin St
East Haven TL to Doral Farms Rd
Rt 22 to Guilford TL
East Haven TL to Echlin Rd
Rt 146 to Cedar St
Cedar St to East Main
E. Main to I-95 x55
I-95 x55 to Leetes Island Rd
Campbell Ave to Orange TL
State St to Tanner Marsh Rd
S. Orchard St to Ward St
Christian St to Meriden City Line
Wallingford TL to Olive St
Olds St(Hmdn) to Sackett Point Rd

Hamden
Hamden
Hamden
Hamden
West Haven
Wallingford
Wallingford
West Haven
Orange
Milford
Milford
No. Branford
New Haven/Woodbridge
Wallingford
New Haven/Woodbridge
No. Branford
No. Branford
Branford
Branford
Branford
Branford
Branford
West Haven
Guilford
Wallingford
Wallingford
Meriden
Hamden/No. Haven
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Distance
(feet)
3500
9000
3600
6600
7200
500
2750
2750
1450
4200
3100
2350
6200
5850
3000
6750
8500
8000
3800
4400
5100
5500
8500
6800
2750
9800
9400
3700

Option
Existing 3 Lanes 4 or 5 Lanes 2005 ADT
4
4
2
2
2
1
2
2
variable
2
2
2
variable
2
2
2 to 3
2
4
2
2
2
2
4
2
2
variable
variable
variable

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

16,500
21,900
19,700
17,500
18,700
14,000
14,000
15,800
14,300
15,700
14,000
17,600
15,600
16,000
18,700
17,100

17,200
14,000
19,500
20,500
17,900
15,700
12,500
18,900
15,400
15,100

Corridor Studies – Corridor studies undertaken by the Region allow for study of the
options available to address near and long range solutions for congested portions of the
regional arterial roadway network. Recent studies have been undertaken by the Region
through its annual Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP) which utilizes federal and
state planning funds available to the Region. Corridor studies undertaken for Route 5 in
Wallingford and Route 22 in North Haven and North Branford have provided options for
addressing congestion on these routes.

Route 22 Corridor Study proposed options for the Route 17, Route 22 intersection
in North Branford (Northford Center)

The current UPWP has corridor studies underway for Route 162 in West Haven and
Orange and Route 34 in New Haven.
The corridor study will provide the basis for future action on corridor improvements.
Discussions involving representatives of the municipality, CDOT and the Region will be
the next step in prioritizing and implementing the recommendations contained in the
corridor study. The implementation could be considered a “system improvement” within
the fiscal constraint of the Plan. The corridor study is a necessary first step in framing the
transportation solution for these arterial corridors.
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Municipal Roads and Bridges
Local roads comprise the vast majority of the mileage of the highway system in the
Region. Traffic volumes can approach those noted on state maintained arterials, with the
maintenance needs increasing as traffic volumes rise. Municipal budgets are the main
source of funding for roadway maintenance and improvement projects. The many
competing demands for the utilization of municipal tax dollars often leads to substantially
less money appropriated for local highways and bridges than is needed to provide
sufficient funding for proper maintenance, structure preservation, and required
improvements.
Several state programs are available which provide limited funding to municipalities for
maintenance and improvements of highways and bridges. These are outlined below:
Local Bridge Program – This program provides funding to municipalities based upon a
formula which includes the relative wealth of the municipality and the overall condition
rating of the bridge structure. The funding ranges from a minimum of 10% to a maximum
of 30% of eligible costs. The program receives applications annually and has been
utilized for many years. The program could better serve municipalities and the Region by
authorization of additional funding by the Legislature, increasing the percentage of
covered costs, and acceptance of applications throughout the year, reducing the time
involved in participation in the program.
Town Aid for Roads (TAR) – The TAR program has been in existence for many years,
providing funding for highway activities, including maintenance, materials, equipment
and salaries. Unfortunately, the amount of funding allocated has varied substantially and
this fluctuation has caused municipalities to reduce the maintenance and preservation
activities which it has previously supported. The program will better allow for local road
activities by raising the funding level and providing annual adjustments for increased
costs of materials and services. This program is well utilized and must be continued.
Local Capital Improvements Program (LOCIP) – LOCIP provides funding based
upon a statutory formula for projects identified on a Capital Improvements Program
approved by each municipality. The local priorities are determined in the plan over at
least a five year period. While the program allows for the utilization of LOCIP funds for
any capital improvement, many municipalities utilize LOCIP for highway improvements,
including repaving. Projects undertaken from the approved plan are eligible for
reimbursement funding under the annual LOCIP allocation. As in the TAR program, the
amount of funding has varied substantially, depending upon legislative action.
Uncertainty over funding through the minimum period of five years covered by the
Capital Plan leads municipalities to be cautious, often delaying needed activities. The
program will better serve the municipalities and the Region with an increased and stable
funding level with annual adjustments for increased costs of materials and services.
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Funding is also available for local roads under SAFETEA-LU through the Surface
Transportation Program Urban (STP Urban) category.
STP Urban - Funding is provided for highway improvements in urban areas as identified
by the most recent census. These federal funds are part of an overall funding formula
which provides for project costs to be funded by 80% federal funds, 10% state funds and
10% local funds. The Region is most of the New Haven Meriden Urban area and is
allocated approximately 6.4 million federal dollars (includes Cheshire and a portion of
the Estuary Region) annually for these projects.
The SCRCOG has established the suballocation of these funds to each municipality based
upon population. Proposals are solicited from the municipality, scoped in cooperation
with CDOT, and ranked and programmed by the Transportation committee and the
SCRCOG. This process has provided funding for many needed improvements over the
last two decades, benefiting the municipality in which the project has been constructed
and the Region.
The current projects as programmed are noted in the table below:
Municipality
Cost
FY 2007
Cheshire
East Haven
Hamden
Hamden
New Haven
Old Saybrook
West Haven
Woodbridge
Various
Various
FY 2007 Totals

Project

Phase

Federal

Route 42 Realignment
Main Street Signals
Waite Street Bridge
Whitney Ave Signals
Ferry St Bridge
North Main St
Farwell Street
Peck Hill Rd
STPN Program Design
pending increases

ROW
ROW
CON
ROW
CON
PE
CON
PE
PE

$120,000
$24,000
$2,632,640
$24,000
$2,057,581
$80,000
$2,480,000
$169,600
$240,000
$500,000
$8,327,821

FY 2008
East Haven
Hamden
*New Haven
*New Haven
Old Saybrook
Woodbridge
FY 2008 Totals

Main Street Signals
Whitney Ave Signals
Pavement Rehabilitation
Quinnipiac Ave
North Main St
Peck Hill Rd

CON
CON
CON
ROW
CON
ROW

$734,400
$1,250,880
$944,000
$344,000
$532,000
$80,000
$3,885,280

FY 2009
Cheshire
New Haven
Woodbridge
FY 2009 Totals

Route 42 Realignment
Quinnipiac Ave
Peck Hill Rd

CON
CON
CON

$1,312,000
$5,399,200
$771,520
$7,482,720

FY 2010
North Haven
Meriden
FY 2010 Totals

Sackett Pt Phase #1
Gravel St Phase #1

CON
CON

$6,000,000
$4,880,000
$10,880,000
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FY 2011
New Haven
State Street Bridge
CON
FY 2011 Totals
* These projects could be ready to move in FFY 07 if there is room.

$5,760,000
$5,760,000

Phase designation
PE – Preliminary Engineering
ROW – Right of Way
CON - Construction

Unfortunately, the limited federal funding allocation, the number of identified projects
throughout the Region, and the increasing costs of construction work and the individual
projects is reducing the number of projects which can be accomplished and increasing the
timeline for the accomplishment of any project. Unless additional funding is provided for
this program in the next federal act, the value of this program will continue to decrease as
costs increase and funding level remains relatively static.
Municipal Funding - The major source of funding for local highway projects remains
the annual local budget. This is often supplemented by special bonded appropriations for
specific improvements, especially large reconstructions or bridge projects. Statewide
surveys have been conducted in the past identifying the unmet needs for infrastructure
maintenance and preservation, with very little new funding made available upon
completion of the survey. Each municipality prioritizes and funds their maintenance and
improvement plans as each budget allows. This results in differing levels of maintenance
and improvement, depending upon the relative financial ability and competing needs in
each municipality.
Aging infrastructure and increasing traffic volumes throughout the Region compound the
funding problem. The challenges must be met at all levels of government to insure a first
class transportation system with adequate funding for system maintenance, preservation
and improvement as needed.
Municipal needs for local roads have been identified and are prioritized locally. All are
beyond the fiscal constraint of the Plan. Representative responses from SCRCOG
outreach to municipalities citing improvements on local roads deemed by the
municipality to be important for the Plan are noted below.

Town of Branford
Town Green Project to improve pedestrian and vehicle circulation
Schoolground Road Bridge Replacement

Town of East Haven
New arterial crossing over Amtrak to provide additional north-south connection
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City of New Haven
Long Wharf Ring Road
Several Bridge Replacements
Waterfront Street Rebuild roadway
Pavement Rehabilitation program
Quinnipiac Avenue improvement project
Town of North Haven
Valley Service Road re-construction and extension

The Plan is a policy level regional plan and, as such, will not list or identify each
contemplated local project. The examples are shown to emphasize the diversity and range
of local projects which are necessary and to emphasize the need to improve local and
regional transportation resources. Local roads are critical to a well functioning regional
transportation system. The funding needs remain significantly under-funded and solutions
must be found to the funding of local road needs over the timeline of the Plan to address
not only the currently identified needs but also those which will be identified during the
remainder of the time covered by the Plan. Many portions of the Region are not served by
other transportation modes and the maintenance, preservation and improvement of the
primary transportation system of local roads in these areas is vital to the residents and
regional economic vitality.
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Transportation Enhancement Projects
SAFETEA-LU provides funding for Transportation Enhancement Projects and continues
a federal transportation enhancement commitment established in 1991. The purpose of
the program is to strengthen the cultural, aesthetic, and environmental aspects of the
Nation’s Intermodal transportation system. Each state is required to set aside a portion of
their Surface Transportation Program (STP) funds for transportation enhancement
activities. Connecticut follows this provision and solicits proposed projects from each
Region.
Eligible projects are:
• Pedestrian Facilities
• Bicycle Facilities
• Scenic Easements or Acquisitions
• Scenic or historical Highway Programs
• Landscape and Scenic Beautification
• Preserve, Rehabilitate and/or Operate Historic Transportation
Buildings, Structures or Facilities
• Preserve and/or Reuse Abandoned Railroads
• Control and Remove Outdoor Advertising
• Archaeological Planning and Research
• Offset Pollution due to Highway Runoff
• Tourist and Welcome Centers
• Reduce Vehicle-Induced Wildlife Mortality
The SCRCOG ranks the proposed projects from the municipalities, based upon a
recommendation from the Transportation Committee and the Transportation Technical
Committee. Projects are then reviewed by CDOT, ranked, and funded. The Region is
allocated approximately one or two projects through the duration of each highway act,
depending upon the authorization and value of the project. Additional monies are
programmed by CDOT for use anywhere in the State.
The following projects are the latest Transportation Enhancement Projects as approved
by the SCRCOG.
Hamden/ New Haven: The Farmington Canal Greenway – Phase 3
This project was originally designed as a 2.8 mile section connecting Connolly Parkway
in Hamden with Starr Street in New Haven with a goal of connecting two sections of trail
to complete a 13.4 mile link between central Cheshire and New Haven. Since that time
the trail project was split into two portions.
The distribution of Enhancement and SAFETEA-LU High Priority Project (HPP) funds
between both projects is summarized in the following table, which only identifies federal
dollars:
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Source
Transportation
Enhancement
HPP Serial # 3864
HPP Serial # 3844
HPP Serial # 1311
TOTAL

Award Amount #061-0144
Hamden

$ 3,750,000
$ 3,500,000
$ 2,000,000
$11,398,215

#092-0589
New Haven

$ 2,148,215 $ 2,148,215
$ 1,600,000 $ 2,150,000
$ 3,500,000
$ 2,000,000
$ 3,748,215 $ 7,650,000

State Project # 061-0144
Farmington Canal Trail
Project will complete the trail section from Connolly Parkway to Goodrich St at the
Hamden border.
Project Status - Hamden’s ROW acquisition process should be completed by the end of
2006 clearing the way for the start of construction in the spring of 2007.

State Project # 092-0589
Farmington Canal Greenway
Project is to design and construct a 2,300 foot long multi-purpose trail segment from the
Hamden Line (Goodrich St) to Hazel St in New Haven.
Project Status - Project is funded with Transportation, Community and System
Preservation Program funds (TCSPP). Project funding levels include $496,000 in Federal
TCSPP funds and an additional $248,000 TCSPP funds with an 80/20 split that the City
is in the process of securing. Once this step is completed the project will move forward.
Wallingford Quinnipiac River Linear Trail
This project was originally designed as a 3,400 foot long Hall Avenue Streetscape
between Route 5 and the Wilbur Cross Parkway and a complementary 2,900 foot long
Senior Citizen Connection around the south end of Community Lake. Due to possible
funding constraints, the project is being designed such that either element (road work or
Trail) could be constructed independently.
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State Project # 0148-0191 Quinnipiac River Linear Trail
Project phase extended trail from Community Lake over the Quinnipiac River and under
Parkway (Route 15)
Project Status - Project is complete.
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State Project # 0148-H050
Quinnipiac River Linear Trail Phase 3
Project provides for the 5000' extension of the trail from the tunnel at Rte 15 across
Fireworks Island to Rte 150 (Main Street) using High Priority Funds.
Project Status - Project introduced to the current 2007-2011 TIP with Amendment 1.
Project is currently in design phase. A potential archeological site was identified along
the proposed route, including Fireworks Island, and design work on the Trail project has
slowed while the archeological reconnaissance surveys are completed.
Additional outreach is expected from CDOT as funds are available. The SCRCOG will
solicit transportation enhancement proposals from the Region to rank and forward to
CDOT for consideration. While funding is limited, this program provides resources for
transportation related projects which otherwise would not be funded and is an asset to the
Region's transportation system.
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Bicycle and Pedestrian Regional System
The Region has many opportunities for bicycle and pedestrian use. Significant investment
has been made in several areas to construct formal facilities. Many other opportunities
have been created through efforts of the municipalities and volunteer organizations, often
with minimal investment. These efforts have resulted in diverse and scattered
opportunities for bicycle and pedestrian activities. Some efforts have spanned several
municipalities while others only utilize a portion of one municipality. The challenge for
the Region is to utilize the efforts of many individuals and organizations to provide the
basis for a regional system. Once the regional system is planned, then specific efforts can
be undertaken to connect and enhance the existing network for better connections,
utilization and coverage of all portions of the Region.
Regional Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan – As part of the UPWP for FY 2007, the
SCRCOG has engaged a consultant to prepare this plan. The consultant will build upon
the recently completed (2006) trail mapping project and provide a conceptual framework
for increasing the attractiveness and effectiveness of bicycle and pedestrian transportation
on a region-wide basis.
Consistent with SAFETEA-LU, a key area for goal-setting and evaluation will be safety,
with an emphasis on non-vehicular transportation access to schools, enhanced signage
and roadway design for pedestrian and bicycle safety, and the role of education and
outreach efforts in promoting safer travel behavior for both younger pedestrians as well
as adult drivers and cyclists.
Opportunities to provide for intermodal connections will be identified and encouraged.
Such connections could be utilized to connect bicycle and pedestrian activities to transit
and rail for increased and enhanced travel options.
Public outreach has occurred through three visioning sessions to identify bicycle and
pedestrian goals for the Region.
Safety and operational deficiencies within the existing network of bicycle and pedestrian
facilities will be identified, along with planned and program improvements, as well as
significant gaps in the sidewalk coverage as identified by the municipalities.
Information will be provided for the Safe Routes to Schools (SR2S) Program
Prototype improvement concepts will be developed for selected locations.
A suggested Regional Bicycle and Pedestrian network will be mapped.
A final Regional Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan will be submitted for SCRCOG
consideration.
Once adopted by the SCRCOG, the Regional Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan will guide the
enhancement of the regional facilities through actions undertaken by the municipalities
and various organizations.
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Multi-use trails can provide transportation and recreational
opportunities for pedestrians and cyclists

Pedestrian Walkways – Demand for pedestrian facilities continues to grow throughout
the Region. Evolving lifestyles present an expectation of safe, connected and convenient
pedestrian facilities. Connection of residential neighborhoods to existing sidewalk
systems is desirable and requested by residents. Most municipalities require the provision
of sidewalks as an amenity with new developments. This requirement often involves
interconnections, not just sidewalks within the complex. While the Regional Bicycle and
Pedestrian Plan may have specific local connections, the sense of community and quality
of life goals of each municipality should shape the local and neighborhood pedestrian
network. The Plan encourages each municipality to undertake a local planning process to
provide a framework for constructing pedestrian facilities, promoting safety and better
communities.
Trails – Numerous organizations have created a vast regional trail system. The trails vary
in accessibility, difficulty, size, length and location, providing opportunities for all users
throughout the Region. Some trails are part of a system which extends beyond the Region
while others start and end within the Region. Local development often impacts the
location and connectivity of this trail system. The Plan encourages each municipality to
review the impact of development on the trail system and work to maintain connectivity
and opportunities for enhancement through the local planning process.
The Region recently completed a trail mapping project, providing maps to municipalities
for distribution to the public showing individual trails. Annual updates are projected to
keep the resource current and provide continued mapping availability to encourage and
promote trail usage.
Bikeways – There are numerous routes utilized for bicycle travel in the Region. Several
of them are formally marked and striped, while the most are not. Conflicts between
motor vehicles and bicycles on these routes raise significant safety concerns. These safety
issues in the past have lead to decisions not to formally mark a number of these routes.
Exclusive bike routes on highways are not compatible with on-street parking. The
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elimination of on-street parking to provide bike routes leads to conflicts with adjoining
property owners, who often view on-street parking as essential. In other parts of the
country, this conflict has been resolved by the construction of exclusive bikeways off the
highway. The adjacent land uses in this Region have made this type of bicycle facility
difficult to accomplish.
The completion of the Regional Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan will provide guidance on the
addressing of this issue. The Plan encourages each municipality to review the impact of
development on desired bicycle facilities and work to provide connectivity and
opportunities for enhancement through the local planning process.
Shoreline Greenways – A major pedestrian and bicycle initiative is the proposed
Shoreline Greenways Trail which is envisioned from Lighthouse Point in New Haven to
Hammonasset State Park in Madison. Volunteer organizations have been established in
each town and an overall organization exists to coordinate the planning for this trail.
Funding has been authorized through congressional action for three earmarks to
accomplish different portions of the Shoreline Greenway. One earmark will be utilized
for planning and the local match funding has been requested in three towns. The
construction is beyond the fiscal constraint of the Plan. Additional funding will be
required after the planning has been accomplished.
Bicycle Transportation Facilities – As part of the intermodal goals of SAFETEA-LU,
utilization of various modes of transportation by travelers is encouraged. To that end,
provisions are encouraged for travelers utilizing bicycles for a portion of their travel and
then utilizing another mode. Accommodations are necessary to allow intermodal
utilization. These accommodations could include:
Bicycle Racks - Locations to store bicycles for utilization upon the traveler’s
return are one method of accommodating and encouraging bicycle use.
Unfortunately, the value of the bicycle and the relatively poor security afforded
by bicycle racks often leads to underutilization and potential undervaluing of the
investment. The conditions vary by location. These factors should be studied and
discussions undertaken with bicycle riders prior to the installation of these
facilities.
Transit Capabilities – If bicycle racks are not appropriate or utilized, then
provisions must be made for the transporting of bicycles on transit modes. The
capability to transport bicycles should exist on both rail and bus. The operators
and CDOT are encouraged to include these provisions in both planning and
service modifications.
Bike Lockers – Bike lockers have proved successful in other areas of the country.
Monthly rental insures availability for regular bicycle users. Provision of bike
lockers should be considered in appropriate intermodal locations.
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Port of New Haven
The Region has an asset in the Port of New Haven which contributes to the needs and
demands of the regional transportation system. As a significant deep water port, it is an
important component in the movement of goods and materials to and from the Region.
The New Haven Port Authority has overall responsibility for the operation of the Port.
The individual operators work with the Port Authority to demonstrate their needs and
work toward coordinated efforts for the benefit of port operations.
Highway Access – The operations of the Port have been intertwined with the
surrounding neighborhoods since the settling of New Haven. The construction of the
Connecticut Turnpike in the 1950’s provided mixed benefits to the port. Access was
improved to and from the south (west), but access to and from the north (east) remained
on US Route1. As highway traffic to the port facilities increased and business went
through cycles over the ensuing decades, the access became less than ideal.
The reconstruction of the Pearl Harbor Memorial Bridge (Q-Bridge) has provided
improved access to the port area. Access and ramps now under construction will allow reoriented and dedicated access to the port area. These improvements, in conjunction with
other planned improvements, will improve the overall viability of the Port.
Rail Access – Rail connections were once a key component of the movement of goods to
and from the Port. Unfortunately, the long timeline for the planning and reconstruction of
the Tomlinson Bridge, which provides the rail link to mainline rail service through New
Haven, disrupted those shipping patterns.
Completion of the new Tomlinson Bridge construction project has restored that rail
connection to the mainline service in New Haven. Older connections within Waterfront
Street, primarily abandoned and paved over during the time when rail connections were
not available, were insufficient to accommodate newer locomotives and rail cars. A rail
connection project is underway which will provide new rail connections adjacent to
Waterfront Street, rather than within the pavement as the former connection. New spurs
will be constructed to the piers, reestablishing the direct water to rail connection. Rail
construction is expected to be completed by late 2008 and will be coordinated with the
planned reconstruction of Waterfront Street. The Plan endorses increased rail utilization
for freight movement as a means of addressing regional highway congestion.

Rail Service across New Haven Harbor has been
restored on the Tomlinson Bridge
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Reconstruction of Waterfront Street – The former conflicting rail and truck
movements in Waterfront Street led to a less than optimal street condition. The
reconstruction of Waterfront Street will address these issues by new construction to better
address the access needs of the operators.

Truck Parking and Waiting Areas – Due to the compact nature of the port area, truck
waiting and parking areas are at a premium. The operators and the Port Authority are
encouraged to work together to address these issues to insure the optimal and efficient
utilization of the resources of the Port for the benefit of the transportation systems and
economic vitality of the Region and Connecticut.

Feeder Barge Service – There have been numerous discussions over the possibility of a
feeder barge service utilizing the Port of New Haven. The most recent discussions have
increased the potential for this service. The Port of New Haven is uniquely situated to
have a feeder barge service that would accomplish several regional benefits:
Removal of truck traffic from I-95 west of New Haven – Significant truck traffic
exists in the corridor west of New Haven. Feeder barge service would remove
portions of this truck traffic, thereby reducing congestion and improving interstate
efficiency from New Haven to New York.
Rail connections – As noted above, the restoration of the rail connections to the
Port will provide shippers with rail options for freight movements. The rail
operator, Providence and Worcester, has indicated a desire to increase rail
movements to the Port. Connections exist in north and east directions for
increased rail freight movement.
Utilization of I-91 North or I-95 east – The junction of two interstates at New
Haven gives shippers highway options for the movement of goods.
Increased economic activity – Increased utilization of the Port is good for the
economic vitality of the Region. Additional support businesses are anticipated if
the Feeder Barge Service is established. Container content breakdown and
distribution could be an additional activity for the Region if the service comes to
fruition.
Channel improvements/Dredging – The viability of the Port depends upon the
maintenance of the federally defined and maintained channel. The Army Corps of
Engineers is responsible for maintenance and is dependent upon Congressional
appropriations for the funding of dredging projects. Funding levels have not been
sufficient to meet all needs in a timely fashion in recent years.
Recent correspondence from the Connecticut Maritime Commission has raised this
concern, as well as disposal issues in Long Island Sound, and requested assistance from
the Connecticut Congressional Delegation. The SCRCOG endorses the proper
maintenance of the New Haven Harbor and channel to maintain the viability of the Port
as an important contribution to the regional transportation system, as well as the
continued economic viability of the Region.
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Port of New Haven (Courtesy CDOT)
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Tweed New Haven Airport
Tweed New Haven Airport has served as a regional airport for many years. Commercial
carriers and general aviation users provide transportation services for both people and
goods. Connections are available for travelers to other portions of the country.
Commercial carriers have changed as the industry and passenger demand has evolved.
The Tweed New Haven Regional Airport Authority has adopted a Master Plan for the
Airport. Implementation of the Master Plan has been limited to the improvement of
Runway Safety Areas and Taxiways. Implementation of any further phases of the Master
Plan will require additional action by the Authority. The safety improvements are
required under Federal Aviation Agency regulations for current commercial passenger
service. The existing passenger service provides air travel options for the Region and is
an important component of the regional transportation system.
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Freight Movement System
Freight movement in the Region is a vital part of the transportation system and a key
component of regional economic health. For most of the twentieth century, rail was the
predominant mode of freight transportation. As the interstate system was completed,
freight movement transitioned to delivery predominantly by truck. Congestion on the
interstates and stabilization of the rail industry is starting to once again make rail a viable
option for the movement of freight and goods.
As noted previously, the Region has many modes of freight transportation available. Rail,
water, truck, and air all contribute to the vital movement of freight.
Air – As Tweed New Haven is a smaller regional airport, freight movements by
air account for a small part of the movement of goods in the Region. Nonetheless,
options for shippers are important for economic vitality and it is important to
maintain existing service.
Water – The Port of New Haven provides opportunities for substantial movement
of goods. Petroleum products are important to the regional economy. Other
freight movements provide world-wide water connections to the global
marketplace. Feeder Barge Service would increase the movement of freight by
water with minimal infrastructure investment.
Rail – As passenger rail traffic increases, the capacity for freight movements on
the existing rail network decreases. The positive news is that the existing rail
freight network has underutilized capacity which could be utilized with minimal
investment, even with some additional passenger service. Many former rail
connections have been lost due to the previous instability of the rail industry.
Freight movement predominantly by truck has resulted in less operating revenue
for infrastructure maintenance, exacerbating prior poor connections to the national
rail network. Opportunities exist for increased rail freight movements which
require operator and rail bed owner cooperation and marketing. Increased use of
existing rail sidings and the construction of new sidings will reduce truck
utilization and potentially increase regional economic activity. Feeder Barge
Service could also provide additional rail freight. The Plan encourages increased
rail freight utilization as a means of reducing congestion on regional highways.
Truck – As the predominant method of moving freight, trucks contribute to the
regional economy, but also to regional highway congestion. Truck routing can
also have adverse impacts on neighborhoods and Environmental Justice (EJ)
portions of the Region. State and local legislative changes may be required to
address congestion, routing, delivery timing, and truck parking and idling
concerns. A balance must be sought which allows for the movement of goods but
does not cause congestion which negatively impacts the economic vitality of the
Region.
The marketplace governs the selection of the mode of transportation utilized for goods.
Infrastructure improvements can help influence these choices and improve the efficiency
of the freight transportation systems. Marketing and operator actions can influence the
means of goods transportation. The Plan encourages freight movement by underutilized
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modes wherever possible to optimize the economic health of the Region by the utilization
of all modes of freight transportation.

Freight movement is a critical component of the regional transportation system. Increased rail utilization
will remove trucks from the Region’s highways and help reduce highway congestion.
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Security and Safety
Increased threats to the security and safety of the United States have lead to increased
emphasis on the potential threats to regional transportation systems. Planning is
underway at all levels of government and in the private sector to address these concerns.
SAFETEA-LU requires increased focus on both security and safety.
Transportation Security refers to both personal and homeland security, with the latter
reflecting attention to vulnerability to intentional attack or natural disasters, and the
associated evacuation procedures.
Safety refers to reducing the number of crashes and accidental deaths or injuries
associated with the operation of surface modes.
Security – Security issues can be best addressed after a comprehensive review of the
vulnerability of regional transportation systems. Each transportation mode has two
vulnerable security components – the operating conveyance and the infrastructure on
which it operates. Responsibility may rest with two different entities for each component
who must exchange information to adequately address the threats. Issues associated with
each mode for consideration are as follows:
Air – Security on airplanes is under the jurisdiction of the federal government and
the operators. Security for the Airport is shared by the operators, Tweed New
Haven Regional Airport Authority and the federal government.
Rail – Passenger rail security is handled by AMTRAK and Metro North.
Infrastructure security is handled by AMTRAK, Metro North, CDOT, and other
railbed owners. Freight security is handled by the operators who serve the Region.
Water – Security for the Port is handled by the New Haven Port Authority, the
port operators and the vessel operators, as well as the United States Coast Guard.
Highway – Depending upon the control of the highway, security is handled by
Connecticut State Police, CDOT, local police, or municipal government.
For many years, each municipality in the Region has prepared its own emergency plan,
normally administered by the Civil Preparedness Director and other municipal staff.
Terrorist attacks on targets at home and abroad have focused attention at all levels of
government on expanded security planning for homeland security and the threats from
both intentional attack and natural disaster. The Connecticut Department of Emergency
Management and Homeland Security (DEMHS) is responsible for the coordination of
local efforts and those of state agencies to respond to these threats. Several initiatives are
underway to address coordination and full and efficient utilization of available resources.
One initiative is the preparation of the Statewide Evacuation and Shelter Plan.
Evacuation and Shelter Plan – DEMHS has divided the State into regions for
homeland security and emergency management. The SCRCOG municipalities
have been placed in DEMHS Region 2. Each DEMHS region is staffed by a
minimum of a Regional Coordinator, an Emergency Preparedness Program
Specialist, and a secretary. These positions are augmented by others when needed
to address threats. DEMHS Region 2 has prepared a draft Evacuation and Shelter
Plan which guides the evacuation and sheltering of the residents of the DEMHS 2
Region when such measures are necessary.
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When fully completed, adopted and implemented, the Evacuation and Shelter
Plan will outline the coordinated evacuation procedures, traffic control, utilization
of transit resources and other facets necessary to assist and protect the residents of
DEMHS Region 2 if evacuation and sheltering are deemed necessary by the
Governor of the State of Connecticut.
Safety – Reduction in crashes and related injury is the goal of operators of all
transportation systems, whether car, bus, truck, ship, or rail. Each operator is responsible
for safe operation and prevention of injury. Each mode operates under specific statutory
requirements which impose varying requirements.
Safety issues can most be impacted and addressed in highway projects in the Region.
Highway Safety – SAFETEA-LU requires the Region to conform to the
Connecticut Strategic Highway Safety Plan (SHSP). The SHSP, prepared by
CDOT in September 2006, lists a number of goals and strategies, all related to
improving highway safety and reducing personal injuries and fatalities. The SHSP
addresses the following data driven emphasis areas:
• Traffic Reports and Information
• Roadway Departure
• Pedestrians and Bicycles
• Work Zones
• Driver Behavior (Alcohol, Occupant Protection, Speeding)
• Motorcycle Safety
• Commercial Vehicles
• Incident Management
In general, each category outlines the pertinent issues, specific strategies, and
goals to enhance CDOT’s safety program by ensuring roadway systems are as
safe as possible through the 4Es – Education, Engineering, Enforcement, and
Emergency Medical Services.
Implementation of the goals and strategies of the SHSP will improve safety of all
residents of the Region. The Plan encourages CDOT to work cooperatively with the
municipalities and the Region to meet these goals.
Local Accident Reduction Program – CDOT provides limited funding for highway
improvements which will reduce accidents through this program. The program
expenditures are capped for each project and require a local match and a commitment to
fund any costs over the cap. This program has provided funding for the correction of
numerous safety concerns statewide. Proposals are solicited as funds are available for
ranking by CDOT based upon several criteria, including the frequency of accidents at the
location.
The continuation of this program is important to the Region. It is suggested, however,
that the cap on funds available for each project be raised as increasing costs, with no
increase in the cap, limit the work which can be accomplished under the program and
therefore reduce the effectiveness of the program in improving the safety of the highway
system in the Region.
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Special Policies and Programs
SAFETEA-LU requires several special policies which have been considered in the
preparation of the Plan. These special policies address coordination and integration with
other initiatives and legislative priorities.
Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) Coordination – The SCRCOG is one of
many MPOs in the State. It is clear that inter-regional cooperation is critical in a State the
size of Connecticut. Many projects and issues extend beyond the boundaries of the
Region and must be addressed together with other regions. The Plan reaffirms the
importance of communication and inter-regional cooperation in improving accessibility,
mobility and travel options for the Region and the State of Connecticut.
Air Quality Conformity – The Region is part of the New York-New Jersey-Long Island
NY-NJ-CT Ozone and PM2.5 (Fine Particular Matter) Nonattainment Area.
Transportation Conformity is the process established by the United States Department of
Transportation (USDOT) and United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA)
to ensure that transportation improvements will contribute to improved air quality in
areas where concentrations of certain pollutants exceed national air quality standards.
CDOT undertakes the analysis for air quality conformity for Connecticut.
The transportation investments outlined within the fiscal constraint of this Plan have been
reviewed by CDOT. The following documents, prepared by CDOT, outline the air quality
conformity for the Region:
• Connecticut Department of Transportation - PM 2.5 Air Quality Conformity
Determination of the 2007 Regional Transportation Plans and the FY 2007-2011
Transportation Improvement Programs for the Connecticut portion of the NY-NJCT PM 2.5 Nonattainment Area, March 2007.
• Connecticut Department of Transportation - Ozone Air Quality Conformity
Determination of the 2007 Regional Transportation Plans and the FY 2007-2011
Transportation Improvement Programs for the Connecticut portion of the NY-NJCT Ozone Nonattainment Area and the Greater Connecticut Ozone
Nonattainment Area, March 2007.
Copies of these documents are on file with the Region.
Additional programs established by the Department of Environmental Protection will
help improve air quality in the Region. The Anti-idling initiative, which seeks to reduce
idling through the enforcement of DEP’s 3 minute anti-idling limit regulation, will reduce
ozone and particulate matter. DEP’s diesel retrofit program seeks to reduce diesel
emissions through the retrofitting of emission controls on diesel truck and bus fleets. The
utilization of these and other programs to improve air quality will be important to the
health of the residents of the Region.

Congestion Management Process – Highway congestion impacts many locations within
the Region. The numerous negative impacts of congestion noted within the various
components of the Plan require a process for the management of congestion.
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The Congestion Management Process for the regional transportation system must include
consideration of congestion issues in each transportation decision made for the Region.
Municipal and SCRCOG staff have reviewed the impacts on congestion as part of the
normal review process. The Plan endorses this review and suggests that it is a critical for
consideration of funding priorities, project timing, project scope, and legislative requests
for transportation funding of any mode.
Previous SCRCOG congestion-related documents include Measuring Congestion 2000
South Central Connecticut, and SCRCOG 2004 Congestion Management System Report.
Regional congestion chokepoints were identified and associated morning and afternoon
peak hour related average speeds were documented in the 2000 study. Congestion choke
points were classified by interstate, arterial and core congestion impacts. Volume and
operational impacts are key components of the observed congestion. Goals were noted
for minimum speeds in the congested sections based upon the roadway classification.
Potential improvements or responses to the congestion were identified and status of
solutions was noted when known.

Congestion adversely impacts the
Region’s economic vitality

The 2004 Congestion Management System Report built upon the previous work with the
addition of GPS/GIS aided data collection on travel times and speeds. The data collection
change was undertaken in 2002 from manual recording to GPS/GIS aided collection and
management. Additional data and observations further defined the congestion-impacted
corridors within the Region. Each corridor was analyzed by size, population and
population changes over the previous decade, employment and percentage of developed
land. This corridor data was then linked with the specific speed information and threshold
speed for each defined segment of the congested corridors. The results of the analysis
reveal the worst performing portions of the corridors and were compared with the
projects within the Transportation Improvement Plan (TIP) and the I-95 New Haven
Harbor Corridor Improvement Program. Many segments of the congested corridors
within the Region will be addressed by improvements programmed or under construction.
Other corridors have been or are programmed for corridor studies under the annual
Unified
Planning Work Program (UPWP) undertaken by SCRCOG. The corridor studies will
identify opportunities for congestion mitigation within the corridor.
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Corridor studies represent the first step of framing potential solutions to congestion. The
study process involves public outreach, a key step to a successful and viable study
recommendation. Public participation allows input into the planning process which often
leads to a recommendation which is more closely aligned with the goals of safety,
context-sensitive design, livable communities, and regional economic vitality.
Updates of the Congestion Management System Report will be undertaken as future
guidance is received.
Demand Management Policy – Regional congestion can be addressed either with
supply-side tactics or demand-side tactics. It is important to note that neither of these
tactics necessarily envisions reducing the number of trips undertaken in the Region. On a
policy level, supply-side tactics include increasing roadway capacity, increasing transit
capacity, and better managing highway incidents and accidents. Demand-side tactics are
designed to reduce or manage the number of persons or vehicles traveling during peak
periods, or change the mode or length of the trip. These include flexible employer work
schedules, telecommuting, pricing and market-oriented strategies, land use policies and
local growth management policies.
The SCRCOG recognizes that congestion is best addressed through both supply-side and
demand-side tactics. Supply-side efforts include additional highway capacity projects
programmed through the SCRCOG TIP approval process, the Regional Transit Study,
regional planning recommendations, and SCRCOG-led Unified Response Manual
(URM) preparation to improve incident and accident response. Demand-side efforts
include Rideworks’ efforts to reduce dependence upon the single occupant vehicle, the
pursuit of housing strategies which reduce trip generation, and the update of the Regional
Plan of Conservation and Development, with an emphasis on land use policies which
encourage livable communities, control of sprawl, and the preservation of open space.
Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) Policy and Opportunities – The Region’s
Intelligent Transportation System Strategic Deployment Plan, New Haven Meriden
Metropolitan Area (1999) frames ITS policy. While primarily identified with highways,
ITS is a useful tool for the major modes of transit, highway and pedestrian travel. Transit
ITS opportunities include:
• Improved information on available parking – Monitoring of parking in high
demand areas can make available information on currently unoccupied parking.
• Improved on-time performance – Additional data collected on operations and
adherence to schedule can be utilized to implement adjustments to route, timing
or schedules to improve on-time performance, making transit options more
reliable for riders.
• Improved coordination of transit services – The ability to readily obtain
information on various transit options in the Region is limited. Coordinated
information would provide options to the traveler in the event of delays and
missed connections to other providers.
• Improved planning of transit services – Coordination of schedules among the
various providers is hampered by the number of operating agencies. Additional
coordination would enhance the interconnection of the various transit options.
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•
•
•

Improved information availability – Better interchange of information from the
operators will enhance the traveler’s experience with a goal of increasing
ridership and service utilization.
Real-time information – Information available to the traveler could be enhanced
with real-time information on each route or service.
Cost effective transit – Through the use of ITS strategies, a review of the various
services could be undertaken to optimize service, while minimizing the costs of
providing the service.

Consultation with other agencies – SAFETEA-LU requires better coordination and
communication with other agencies, specifically regarding environmental protection,
tribal government, wildlife management, land management, and historic preservation.
The Act looks to establish a minimum level of contact with these other agencies. In
Connecticut, we are fortunate that the existing permitting process has many of these
coordination processes in place. Opportunities for improved coordination and
communication always exist and the Plan recognizes the need for a high level of
coordination and communication. In cooperation with FHWA, CDOT, FTA, and other
necessary agencies, the SCRCOG will seek input from other agencies to provide the
Region with better transportation projects.
Environmental mitigation – SAFETEA-LU requires review for the restoration and
maintenance of environmental functions that could be impacted by the activities in the
Plan. The Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection permitting requirements
are met as part of the design, review, approval, and construction process. Transportation
projects and services must address environmental impacts and mitigation has been
utilized in numerous instances to address unavoidable project impacts while reducing or
eliminating overall long term adverse environmental impacts.
Opportunities for environmental mitigation could include:
• Inland or tidal wetland restoration
• Wetland creation
• Stormwater control facilities
• Stormwater quality facilities
• Alternate pavement treatments
• Streambed or channel restoration
• Pollution remediation
• Clean fuel for construction equipment improving air quality
Each project is evaluated to address the environmental impacts and assess the
opportunities for environmental mitigation, in light of the specifics of the project and
proximity to environmental resources. Specific mitigation activities are then proposed or
evaluated and, as pertinent, incorporated into the design. The SCRCOG encourages the
continuation of this important environmental review.
Tourist and Visitor Welcome Centers and Information Access – Tourism is an
important component of the economic vitality of the Region. Transportation alternatives
and information are vital to the promotion of the Region as a destination, and the
reduction of transportation trips through the Region to other destinations. Strategically
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placed facilities, in locations such as Union Station, New Haven, Tweed –New Haven
Airport, and at the I-95-I-91 interchange, can provide regional attraction and travel
information which will benefit travelers and regional economic vitality.
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Financial Plan
The Plan is required by federal guidelines to be fiscally constrained. As a long range
plan, the fiscal constraint must be based upon the estimates of the available revenue for
transportation needs over the timeframe of the Plan.
CDOT has provided estimates of the anticipated highway funding. These estimates have
been allocated to major categories of system preservation and system improvements.
These allocations are based upon the various planning regions of the state. The allocation
of funding for preservation versus improvement is determined by weighting factors
which include vehicle miles of travel, congested vehicle miles of travel and lane miles.
In addition, CDOT has prepared a list entitled Major Project of Statewide Significance.
This list breaks out these projects by planning region and involves the commitment of
significant funds for the projects. In the Region, the list, shown below, shows major
commitments to the I-95 New Haven Harbor Corridor Improvement Project, replacement
of the I-95 bridge over the West River in New Haven and West Haven, I-95 near and mid
term improvements east of Exit 54, and the replacement of the AMTRAK bridge over
Route 1 in Branford.
The Major Project of Statewide Significance funding information provided to the Region
is shown below:
BRANFORD
US 1 RECONSTRUCTION OF BRIDGE NO. 00340
AMTRAK BRIDGE

$ 23,992,000

NEW HAVEN
I-91 EXIT 8 N.B. OFF RAMP RECONSTRUCTION

$ 10,350,000

NEW HAVEN
I-95 NEW HAVEN BRIDGE #00163A
WEST RIVER

$ 66,568,000

NEW HAVEN
I-95/ I-91/ RTE 34 INTERCHANGE
RECONSTRUCTION

$250,000,000

NEW HAVEN
I-95 Q BRIDGE

$358,000,000

EAST HAVEN
I-95 RECONSTRUCT
IN NEW HAVEN & EAST HAVEN

$ 10,000,000

NEW HAVEN
UPGRADE EXPWY

$ 16,000,000
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NEW HAVEN
I-95 RECONSTRUCTION, LONGWHARF SECTION

$ 81,084,000

BRANFORD TO OLD SAYBROOK
I-95 LONG TERM IMPROVEMENTS
BRANFORD TO CONN. RIVER
(WITHIN SOUTH CENTRAL REGION)

$463,070,412

BRANFORD TO RI ST LINE
I-95 SHORT TERM IMPROVEMENTS
(WITHIN REGION)

$ 10,675,641

TOTAL

$ 1,289,740,053

The Moses Wheeler Bridge on I-95 connecting Milford and Stratford has been
programmed by CDOT, though in an adjacent Region, and is detailed below:
STRATFORD
I-95 STRATFORD BRIDGE #00135
MOSES WHEELER BRIDGE

$121,005,000

CDOT provided the following total anticipated highway funding:
System Improvements
System Preservation
Major projects (from above)

$1,114,853,955
$1,357,120,307
$1,289,740,063

Total

$3,761,714,315

Non-highway revenue for other modes of transportation is required for operating costs,
system improvements and system preservation. Funding is available for rail and bus
operations and capital is programmed by CDOT and, per CDOT guidance, is sufficient to
maintain existing service and for system preservation during the timeline of the Plan.
Maintaining existing service and system preservation are the fiscally constrained portions
of the Plan.
New sources of funding must be provided for service improvements and related operating
costs and are beyond the fiscal constraint of the Plan.

Near Term (2007-2011) Fiscally Constrained Projects
Near term (2007-2011) projects are currently programmed for both highways and transit.
These projects are included within the fiscal constraint of the Plan and are noted in
Appendix B.
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A number of the highway projects have experienced cost increases since the preparation
of the allocations provided by CDOT. It is anticipated that these cost increases will be
impacted by fiscal constraint and will therefore require the adjustment of anticipated
project schedules into future funding allocations. The “Major Projects of Statewide
Significance” noted in Appendix B almost fully utilize the estimate provided, but do not
encompass all the projects noted above. Recent reprogramming from the previous
Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) has moved previous funds into current
programming, increasing the amounts shown for these projects. This reprogrammed
funding was not included in the allocation noted above for “Major Projects”.

Mid to Long Term Projects
Mid to long term projects (2011-2035) are outlined below. The estimated costs and dates
for each phase of the project are shown where identified or noted and are to be
determined (TBD) if not stated. Projects will be funded as they are prioritized in the
future and may utilize highway system improvement funds noted above or additional
revenue provided in the future. As such, these needed improvements can be utilized to
program the system improvement funds. Subsequent plans and revisions will frame
evolving needs and priorities, while meeting the requirements of fiscal constraint.
Transit
Existing service will be funded by existing revenue streams. The Enhanced Service noted
below will be accomplished by new funding. Provision of additional funding may adjust
certain enhancements to near term projects.
Bus
Implement 10 minute headways on major lines to for peak commute
Utilize articulated busses for improved capacity
Extend hours of service for employee needs
Crosstown west service from West Haven to Hamden
High speed to core bus service as per Transit Study
LOCHSTP additional service
Flex Route Implementation to meet needs and reduce congestion
Rail
New Haven/Hartford/Springfield Commuter and Expanded Service
Minimum additional 14 one-way trips (7 each direction)
New Stations
North Haven (2 locations)
Shore Line East
Weekend Service and Reverse Commute
Additional parking – Branford, Guilford, etc.
New Station – East Haven
Metro North
Express Service to Grand Central
Additional Union Station, New Haven Parking
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Additional Milford Parking
West Haven Station
Orange Station
Feeder Barge Freight Service
Highways
To be funded by System Improvement funds or additional future funding as determined
by future priority rankings. Costs shown are early estimates.
Interstates/ Limited access highways
I-95 Branford Exit 53 improvements – Relocation and four way interchange
I-691 Meriden Chamberlain Highway interchange improvements
Implement Results of Rest Area Study
Wilbur Cross interchange improvements
Arterials
Candidate Arterials
Route
Town

Limits

Rte 10
Rte 10
Rte 10
Rte 10
Rte 122
Rte 150
Rte 150
Rte 162
Rte 162
Rte 162
Rte 162
Rte 17
Rte 63
Rte 68
Rte 69
Rte 80
Rte 80
US 1
US 1
US 1
US 1
US 1
US 1
US 1
US 5
US 5
US 5
US 5

Washington Ave to Route 40
Rt 40 to Todd St
Todd St so to Shepard Ave
River St to Cheshire TL
US 1 to Elm St
Rt 71 overpass
South of Old Colony Rd to Rt 68
Elm St to Greta St
West Haven TL to US 1
West of Old Gate Ln to Gulf St
Clark St to US 1
N & S Rte 22 intersection
Dayton St (NH) to Landin St (Wdbg)
Hanover St to No. Main St
Rte 63 to Landin St
East Haven TL to Doral Farms Rd
Rt 22 to Guilford TL
East Haven TL to Echlin Rd
Rt 146 to Cedar St
Cedar St to East Main
E. Main to I-95 x55
I-95 x55 to Leetes Island Rd
Campbell Ave to Orange TL
State St to Tanner Marsh Rd
S. Orchard St to Ward St
Christian St to Meriden City Line
Wallingford TL to Olive St
Olds St(Hmdn) to Sackett Point Rd

Hamden
Hamden
Hamden
Hamden
West Haven
Wallingford
Wallingford
West Haven
Orange
Milford
Milford
No. Branford
New Haven/Woodbridge
Wallingford
New Haven/Woodbridge
No. Branford
No. Branford
Branford
Branford
Branford
Branford
Branford
West Haven
Guilford
Wallingford
Wallingford
Meriden
Hamden/No. Haven
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Distance
(feet)
3500
9000
3600
6600
7200
500
2750
2750
1450
4200
3100
2350
6200
5850
3000
6750
8500
8000
3800
4400
5100
5500
8500
6800
2750
9800
9400
3700

Option
Existing 3 Lanes 4 or 5 Lanes 2005 ADT
4
4
2
2
2
1
2
2
variable
2
2
2
variable
2
2
2 to 3
2
4
2
2
2
2
4
2
2
variable
variable
variable

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

16,500
21,900
19,700
17,500
18,700
14,000
14,000
15,800
14,300
15,700
14,000
17,600
15,600
16,000
18,700
17,100

17,200
14,000
19,500
20,500
17,900
15,700
12,500
18,900
15,400
15,100

Candidate arterials for lane additions are noted above.

Implementation of Corridor Study Recommendations
Route 5
Route 22
Route 34
Route 162
Local Bridges
New Haven
Temple Street over Canal Line
Prospect Street over Canal Line
Grand Avenue over Quinnipiac River
North Haven
Sackett Point Road over Quinnipiac River

$12,000,000

Port of New Haven
Feeder Barge Service
Tweed New Haven Airport
Runway Safety improvements
Additional passenger service
It is recognized that numerous projects will be included over the timeline of the Plan
which have not yet been identified. Future programming will address emerging needs.
Preliminary cost estimates for these highway and port projects, excluding any airport
expenditures, total approximately $760,000,000. These estimates, together with near term
programmed funding as known to date, approximately equal the estimated allocations
provided by CDOT for “system improvements” for the Region. As the needs and costs
become clearer later in the timeline of the Plan, fiscal constraint will require priorities to
be set and project schedules be adjusted to meet the fiscal constraint requirement or
additional funding will need to be allocated. Mid to long term cost estimates and
schedules rely on assumptions which provide a high level of uncertainty and variability.
The Region recognizes the need for fiscal constraint and will continue to adjust the Plan
and transportation planning decisions to meet these requirements.

Transportation issues in Connecticut are under continual review by the highest levels of
state government. The recently released (January 2007) Transportation Strategy Board
(TSB) Report outlines the latest recommendations for Connecticut’s transportation
system. The recommendations parallel the goals and policies outlined in the Plan. Further
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legislative review and action will govern the response to the TSB recommendations and
guide state policy for the future.
The SCRCOG encourages the consideration of the needs outlined in this Plan for funding
to address the regional transportation needs.
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Appendix A
List of transportation projects by municipality
This compilation includes projects identified by each municipality for inclusion in the
Plan. Projects which are important to more than one municipality are listed under each
municipality. The list does not include local road projects which would be funded with
local revenues.
The estimated cost and schedule is not known for many of the transportation projects
noted herein. Notations are entered for projects under CDOT control and schedule and
estimated costs should be obtained from CDOT. CDOT information available as of the
date of this Plan is shown in Appendix B. Other information provided is subject to further
revision as scope and schedule is refined. If no notations are provided, schedule and
estimated cost remain to be determined. Projects noted with an asterisk (*) are beyond the
fiscal constraint of the Plan.

Town of Bethany
Arterials
Route 63
Route 69 Intersection/ Area Improvements

CDOT project

Town of Branford
Interstate 95
Expansion from Exit 54 east
CDOT project
Exit 53 improvements
Redirection to Commercial Parkway
Provisions for all north and south movements
Arterials
Route 1
Amtrak Bridge Replacement
Bridge replacement Queach Brook
Intersection improvements
Mill Plain Road
Cherry Hill Road
Cedar Street
Todd’s Hill Relocation
Brushy Plains Road – SR 740
Re-alignment at Snake Hill
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CDOT projects

CDOT project

Local Roads (*)
Town Green enhancement for pedestrian and parking
Schoolground Road bridge replacement over Branford River
Rail

CDOT projects
Shore Line East (*)
Service enhancement
Reverse Commute
Station expansion (up and over)
Parking Expansion

Transit Enhancement
$166,000 - 2008
Widen sidewalk along west side roadway from Kirkham Street RR bridge
southwest to entrance to RR station parking and provide stairs from bridge down
to parking lot for easier and shorter access to north of tracks
Transportation Enhancement
Sybil Creek Tide Gate Replacement

DEP Administered

Trails (*)
Shoreline Greenways

Town of East Haven
Arterials
Main Street
CDOT project
STP Urban Project – Signal Upgrades
New arterial crossing over Amtrak to provide additional north-south connection.
Elevate the intersection of Hemingway Avenue and Short Beach Road (Routes and
142) to reduce flooding and improve safety, emergency response, and access to
portions of East Haven during storm events.

Rail

CDOT project
Shore Line East (*)
New Station
Service enhancements associated with new station
Possible connection to New Haven Hartford Springfield bypassing Union
Station

Trails
Shoreline Greenways (*)
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Tweed New Haven Airport (*)
Safety improvements
Service improvements

Town of Guilford
Interstate 95
CDOT projects
Branford to Rhode Island upgrade
Exit 59 Near term improvements
Expansion of incident management/traffic advisory system
Arterials
Route 146
Pedestrian facilities upgrades at Green

CDOT project

Rail

CDOT project
Shore Line East
Parking improvements
Service enhancements (*)
Reverse commute (*)

Trails
Shoreline Greenways (*)

Town of Hamden
Arterials
CDOT project
Route 10
Intersection improvements at Route 40
Intersection improvements at Route 22
Intersection improvements at West woods Ave., Mount Carmel
STP Urban Projects
Waite Street Bridge
Whitney Avenue Traffic Signal upgrades

CDOT project

Trails

CDOT Project
Farmington Canal Line Trail
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Town of Madison
Interstate 95
I-95 – Branford to Rhode Island upgrade
Incident Management
I-95 Exit 62 near term improvements

CDOT projects

Rail

CDOT projects
Shore Line East
Station improvements
Parking improvements
Service enhancements (*)
Reverse commute (*)

Trails
Shoreline Greenways (*)

City of Meriden
Interstates
I-91

CDOT project
Incident Management/ Traffic Advisory system improvements

I- 691
Chamberlain Highway interchange improvements
Arterials
US 5 Drainage improvements

CDOT project

STP Urban Projects
Gravel Street improvements

CDOT project

Rail

CDOT project
New Haven Hartford Springfield (*)
Service enhancements
Commuter service

Transportation Enhancement
CDOT project
Quinnipiac River Trail - north bank west of Oregon St.

City of Milford
Interstate I-95
Improvements/upgrade
Moses Wheeler Bridge replacement
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Arterials
US 1 improvements

CDOT project

STP Urban Projects – Potential (*)
Oronoque and Plains Road Railroad Crossing
Rail
Station Parking Expansion (*)

City of New Haven
1) Transit Investments
a. Public Bus
i. General Service Improvements (*)
ii. Implement Reduced Headways: 10 Minute Service on major lines
for extended peaks (*)
iii. Extend hours of service to meet employee needs (*)
iv. Initiate Cross Town West Service from West Haven to Hamden (*)
v. Study cooperative fare agreements for multi-mode commuters (*)
CDOT
vi. New Haven Division Garage
vii. Bus shelter Upgrades
GNHTD
viii. Equipment Upgrades
CDOT
ix. Study Articulated bus or reduced headways to increase capacity on
routes (*)
x. Improve coordinated services of CTTransit GNHTD, and shuttle
services (public and private)
b. Rail – passenger
i. Metro North Railroad Service Improvements
1. Initiate Express Service to New York City (*)
2. Add trains to State Street Station Schedule (*)
ii. New Haven Hartford Springfield Commuter Service (*) CDOT
iii. Shore Line East Service Improvements and Reverse Commute (*)
CDOT
iv. Additional Union Station Garage, including a Transit Oriented
Development component (*)
v. Yard Improvements with enhanced environmental protections and
diesel plug-in systems (*)
c. Tweed New Haven Airport (*)
i. Safety Improvements
ii. Service Improvements
iii. Implementation of Master Plan
iv. Initiate Regional/ Statewide Funding Approach for General
Operations
d. Intermodal Ferry – Initiate Service to Long Island (*)
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2) Freight Systems
a. Rail Freight
i. Waterfront Street Rail Completion
CDOT
ii. Waterfront Street Spurs to Terminals
iii. “Northside” Rail Access at Port (*)
iv. Grand Avenue / East Street safety improvements (*)
b. Port of New Haven
i. Barge Service
ii. Dredging – Channel Maintenance and Channel Deepening (*)
iii. Implement Land Use Plan (*)
c. Implement SCRCOG Truck Study Recommendations (*)
3) Non-Motorized Trail System
CDOT
a. Farmington Canal Trail
b. Shoreline Greenways (*)
c. Harborside – Savin Rock Trail to Lighthouse Park (*)
d. Fair Haven – Ferry Street, Grand Avenue, Front Street, Criscuolo Park and
Mill River (*)
4) Highway Projects
a. Interstate 95
CDOT
i. Pearl Harbor Memorial Bridge Replacement
ii. I-91, I-95, and Route 34 Reconfiguration
iii. Long Wharf
1. Highway Improvements
2. Boathouse Replacement and Shoreline Improvements, InWater Maintenance and Pier Access
3. Ring Road
iv. West River Bridge Replacement
b. Interstate 91
CDOT
i. Exit 8 Improvements
ii. Incident Management System Expansion
5) Roadway Projects
a. Route 34
i. West of York Street Urban Boulevard and Development /
Implementation of future Route 34 MDP (*)
b. Route 63
CDOT
i. Whalley Avenue Improvements, Emerson Street to Route 69
ii. Route 69 Intersection / Area Improvements (Amity Project)
c. Bridge Replacement and/or Reconstruction Projects
i. Ferry Street over Quinnipiac River
CDOT
ii. State Street over Mill River
iii. Temple Street over Canal Line (*)
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iv. Prospect Street over Canal Line (*)
v. Grand Avenue over AMTRAK
vi. Grand Avenue over Quinnipiac River
d. Waterfront Street – Rebuild roadway
e. STP New Haven-Meriden Urban Program
i. Pavement Rehabilitation Program
ii. Quinnipiac Avenue Improvement Program

CDOT

CDOT

6) Safety and Environmental Improvements
a. Regional Traffic Calming Program (*)
b. Safety Education and Signalization Improvements, Phases III & IV (*)
c. Diesel Pollution Control initiatives (*)

Town of North Branford
Arterials
CDOT project
Route 80 East, Route 139, Route 22, Church Street improvements
Implement Route 22 Corridor Study recommendations
Realign intersection Route 22 and Route 150

Town of North Haven
Arterials
Implement Route 22 Corridor Study recommendations
STP Urban Project/Local Bridge Project
Sackett Point Road

$12,000,000 / 2010

Local Roads
Valley Service Road earmark and construction

$2,500,000 / 2009

Rail

CDOT project
New Haven Hartford Springfield Service (*)
New station
Commuter service

Transit Enhancement
$148,000 / 2009
Install new sidewalk and add bus shelters about ¼ mile north of New Haven city
line to complement “Montowese Economic Enhancement Project”.
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Town of Orange
Interstate I-95
Improvements/ upgrade

CDOT project

Arterials
CDOT project
US 1 Improvements
Implement Route 162 Corridor Study recommendations

Rail

CDOT project
New station (*)

Town of Wallingford
Arterials
US Route 5
Implementation of portions of Corridor Study recommendations
Tolles Road and Route 702 (I-91 Ramps)
Improvements
CDOT Project
Wilbur Cross Parkway Rte 15
Yale Avenue/ US Route 5 interchange #66 alternatives study.
River Road Exit 65 improvements

Rail

CDOT project
New Haven, Hartford, Springfield (*)
Commuter service

Trails

CDOT project
Senior Center Connection to Quinnipiac River Trail
Phase 3, Quinnipiac River Linear Trail Project

Transportation Enhancement
Hall Avenue (Rte 150) Streetscape Enhancement Project

City of West Haven
Interstates
I-95

CDOT project
West River Bridge Replacement
Improvements and upgrades

Arterials
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Implement Route 162 Corridor Study recommendations
Route 34 at Route 122 improvements
STP Urban Projects
Farwell Street improvements

CDOT project

Rail

CDOT project
New Station (*)

Bus Shelters
$140,000 / 2009
Seven new bus shelters, four along Orange Avenue improvement project and
three at selected high density bus stops.
Trails
Harborside Trail - Savin Rock Trail to Lighthouse Park (*)
Transportation Enhancement
Old Field Creek, Cove River Wetlands Restoration

$710,000/ 2007

Town of Woodbridge
Arterials
Route 63
Route 69 Intersection/Area Improvements
Route 67 Intersection improvements
STP Urban Project
Peck Hill Road

CDOT projects

$1,020,000/ 2009

Transit Enhancement/Transit Access
$94,000/ 2008
Improve pedestrian transit links by completing major sidewalk gaps along Amity
Road and Lucy Street.
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Near Term (2007-2011) Fiscally Constrained Projects
Description

Project #

Funding

Project Name

Phase Year Federal (000)

State (000) Local (000)

Total (000)

0014-0152

Enhancement

Sybil Creek Tide Gate Replacement

CON

2008

$381

0014-0174

STPA Anywhere

Rt 740: Brookwood Dr to Williams Rd Realignment

CON

2008

$3,286

$821

$3,667

$821

$95

$476
$4,107

Branford
Near Term Highway
Projects

Major Projects of
0014-0157
Statewide Significance 0014-0157

STPA Anywhere

US 1: Widening Under Amtrak RR Bridge

CON

2007

$9,500

$2,375

STPA Anywhere

US 1: Widening Under Amtrak RR Bridge

CON

2008

$9,500

$2,375

0014-0157

STPA Anywhere

US 1: Widening Under Amtrak RR Bridge

CON

2009

$8,400

$3,350

0043-H020

Interstate Maint

I-95: E Haven-Branford Supplemental Work C1 & D

CON

2007

$3,419

$511

$30,819

$8,611

District 1
Near Term Highway
Projects

0171-H136

STPA Anywhere

District 1 State Highway Guardrail Upgrade

ENG

2007

$110

$28

0171-H136

STPA Anywhere

District 1 State Highway Guardrail Upgrade

CON

2008

$1,057

$264

0171-0295

STPA Anywhere

Dist 1 Non-Interstate, Non-NHS Guardrail Upgrade

CON

2007

$120

$30

0171-H144

STPA Anywhere

Install STC Traffic Control Signal District 1

ROW

2007

$100

0171-H144

STPA Anywhere

Install STC Traffic Control Signal District 1

CON

2008

$1,083

0171-H147

STPA Anywhere

District 1 Traffic Signal Revisions

CON

2007

$2,100

0171-HXXX

STPA Anywhere

Thin Overlay Preventative Maintenance

CON

2007

$1,000

$250

0173-H182

STPA Anywhere

Installation of STC Traffic Control Signal

CON

2008

$1,083

$135

0173-0344

STPA Anywhere

Install/revise of STC Traffic control Signals

CON

2007

$807

$202

0173-H184

STPA Anywhere

Install/revise of STC Traffic control Signals

ROW

2007

$100

0173-H184

STPA Anywhere

Install/revise of STC Traffic control Signals

CON

2009

$1,083

0173-H185

STPA Anywhere

Install/revise of STC Traffic control Signals

CON

2007

$1,110

0173-H169

National Hwy Sys

Operate Incident Mgmt Sys onI-95 Brnfd- NY St Line

CON

2007

$2,200

$240

0173-H169

National Hwy Sys

Operate Incident Mgmt Sys onI-95 Brnfd- NY St Line

CON

2008

$2,200

$240

0173-H169

National Hwy Sys

Operate Incident Mgmt Sys onI-95 Brnfd- NY St Line

CON

2009

$2,000

$220

0173-HXXX

STPA Anywhere

Thin Overlay Preventative Maintenance

CON

2007

$1,000

$250

0043-0124

STPU Urban

Main St Signal Replacement Program

ROW

2007

$24

$6

0043-0124

STPU Urban

Main St Signal Replacement Program

CON

2008

$613

$157

Near Term Highway
Projects

0059-0152

STPR Rural

RT 146: Drainage / Roadway Modifications

CON

2007

$465

$116

0059-H031

Enhancement

GUILFORD GREEN PEDESTRIAN CROSSWALK IMPROCON

2007

$176

$44

$18,431

$2,452

Near Term Transit
Capital Projects

0310-0039

CMAQ

Guilford Railroad Station Parking Expansion

CON

2007

$400

$100

0310-0039

CMAQ

Guilford Railroad Station Parking Expansion

ENG

2007

$89

$22

$489

$122

$135

$95
$11,875
$11,875
$11,750
$3,930
$0

$135

$138
$1,321
$150
$100
$1,353
$2,100
$1,250

District 3
Near Term Highway
Projects

$135

$135

$135

$1,353
$1,009
$100
$1,353
$1,110
$2,440
$2,440
$2,220
$1,250

East Haven
Near Term Highway
Projects

$30
$770

Guilford
$581
$220
$405

$500
$111
$0

Hamden
Near Term Highway
Projects

Near Term Transit
Capital Projects

0061-0138

STPA Anywhere

Rt 10: Westwoods Rd/Mt Carmel Ave Intersection

CON

0061-0138

STPA Anywhere

Rt 10: Westwoods Rd/Mt Carmel Ave Intersection

CON

2008
2009

$3,366

$841

0061-0140

STPU Urban

Waite St: Lake Whitney Bridge Replacement

CON

2007

$2,633

$658

0061-0143

STPA Anywhere

Rt 10: Rt 22 Intersection Improvements

CON

2007

$1,680

$420

0061-0145

STPU Urban

Whitney Ave Signal Replacement

ROW

2007

$24

$6

0061-0145

STPU Urban

Whitney Ave Signal Replacement

CON

2008

$1,054

$264

0061-0146

STPA Anywhere

ADVANCE UTILITY RELOCATION

OTH

2007

$350

$87

$9,107

$2,276

0402-0002

5309 Capital

New Haven Bus Maintenance Facility Construction

CON

2007

$2,688

$538

0402-0002

5309 Capital

New Haven Bus Maintenance Facility Construction

CON

2008

$3,125

$625

0402-0002

5309 Capital

New Haven Bus Maintenance Facility Construction

CON

2009

Meriden
Near Term Highway
Projects

$3,563

$713

$9,376

$1,876

0079-0210

STPU Urban

Gravel St:Reconstruction

CON

2008

$2,440

$610

0079-0210

STPU Urban

Gravel St:Reconstruction

CON

2009

$1,800

$450

0079-0208

STPA Anywhere

US 5:Drainage Improvements

CON

2009

$2,426

$854

0079-0212

High Priority

Harbor Brook Bridges Replacement

CON

2008

$177

0079-0222

High Priority

COLUMBUS AVE BRIDGE OVER HARBOR BROOK

CON

2007

$1,004
$7,847

Near Term Transit
Operating Funds

$15
$3,226
$3,750
$4,276
$0

$262
$251

$1,914

0432-0009

5307 Operating

Meriden Bus Service Operations

OTH

2007

$509

0432-0009

5307 Operating

Meriden Bus Service Operations

OTH

2008

$509

0432-0009

5307 Operating

Meriden Bus Service Operations

OTH

2009

$3,050
$2,250
$3,280
$439
$1,255

$513

$509
$509
$509

$509

Milford
Near Term Highway
Projects

$15

$4,207
$3,291
$2,100
$30
$1,333
$437

$1,527
0083-0241

STPA Anywhere

Old Gate Lane Reconstruction

CON

2008

$692

$173

0083-0230

STPA Anywhere

US 1: Roses Mills -Orange Twn Line Intersection

CON

2008

$4,850

$1,212

0083-0247

STPA Anywhere

US 1: Meadow St and High St Intersection

CON

2008

$2,046

$511

0083-0246

STPA Anywhere

US 1: I-95 Exit 34 Silver Sands Pkwy Intersection

ROW

2007

$520

$130

0083-0246

STPA Anywhere

US 1: I-95 Exit 34 Silver Sands Pkwy Intersection

CON

2009

$3,383

$846

0083-0253

NHTSA

Rt 796 (Milford Connector) Sign Replacement

CON

2009

$152

0083-H043

Interstate Maint

I-95: Plains Rd to Marsh Hill Rd Resurfacing

ENG

2007

$1,710

$190

0083-H043

Interstate Maint

I-95: Plains Rd to Marsh Hill Rd Resurfacing

CON

2009

$8,000

$889

0083-H043

Interstate Maint

I-95: Plains Rd to Marsh Hill Rd Resurfacing

CON

2012

$8,000

$889

$29,353

$4,840

Major Projects of
0138-0221
Statewide Significance 0138-0221

Bridge Program

I-95: Housatonic River Bridge Replacement

CON

2007

$17,400

$4,300

Interstate Maint

I-95: Housatonic River Bridge Replacement

CON

2007

$19,500

$2,200

0138-0221

Bridge Program

I-95: Housatonic River Bridge Replacement

CON

2008

$17,400

$4,300

0138-0221

Interstate Maint

I-95: Housatonic River Bridge Replacement

CON

2008

$19,500

$2,200

0138-0221

Interstate Maint

I-95: Housatonic River Bridge Replacement

CON

2009

$19,500

$2,200

0138-0221

Bridge Program

I-95: Housatonic River Bridge Replacement

CON

2009

$17,400

$4,300
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$865
$6,062
$2,557
$650
$4,229
$152
$1,900
$8,889
$8,889
$0
$21,700
$21,700
$21,700
$21,700
$21,700
$21,700

Near Term (2007-2011) Fiscally Constrained Projects
Description

Project #

Funding

Project Name

Phase Year Federal (000)

State (000) Local (000)

0138-0221

Interstate Maint

I-95: Housatonic River Bridge Replacement

CON

2010

$19,500

$2,200

0138-0221

Bridge Program

I-95: Housatonic River Bridge Replacement

CON

2010

$17,400

$4,300

0138-0221

Interstate Maint

I-95: Housatonic River Bridge Replacement

CON

2012

$39,000

$4,400

0138-0221

Bridge Program

I-95: Housatonic River Bridge Replacement

CON

2012

Total (000)

Milford Continued

Near Term Transit
Capital Projects

Near Term Transit
Operating Funds

$34,800

$8,600

$221,400

$39,000

$0

$1,800
$1,000
$300
$300
$500
$102
$100
$100
$100

0300-0077

5309 Capital

Metro North: Housatonic Bridge Rehabilitation

ENG

2009

$1,440

$360

0424-T059

5307 Capital

Milford Transit District Garage Upgrades

CON

2009

$800

$200

0422-T043

5307 Capital

Milford Transit Administrative and Vehicle Capital

OTH

2007

$240

$60

0422-T043

5307 Capital

Milford Transit Administrative and Vehicle Capital

OTH

2009

$240

$60

0422-T043

5307 Capital

Milford Transit Administrative and Vehicle Capital

OTH

2011

$400

$100

0422-T043

5307 Capital

Milford Transit District Transit support

OTH

2007

$82

$20

0422-T043

5307 Capital

Milford Transit District Transit support

OTH

2008

$80

$20

0422-T043

5307 Capital

Milford Transit District Transit support

OTH

2010

$80

$20

0422-T043

5307 Capital

Milford Transit District Transit support

OTH

2011

$80

$20

$3,442

$860

$0

0424-0027

5307 Operating

Milford Transit District Operations

OTH

2007

$465

$115

0424-0027

5307 Operating

Milford Transit District Operations

OTH

2008

$465

$115

0424-0027

5307 Operating

Milford Transit District Operations

OTH

2009

$465

$115

0083-P004

5307 Operating

Milford Transit District ADA Service Operations

OTH

2007

$171

$129

0083-P004

5307 Operating

Milford Transit District ADA Service Operations

OTH

2008

$171

$129

0083-P004

5307 Operating

Milford Transit District ADA Service Operations

OTH

2009

$171

$129

$1,908

$732

New Haven
Near Term Highway
Projects

$21,700
$21,700
$43,400
$43,400

0092-0562

CMAQ

Extend NH's Centrally Controlled Sig Syst Phase 4B

CON

2008

$4,302

0092-0545

CMAQ

Central Traffic Control System Extension

CON

2007

$2,242

0092-0488

CMAQ

Central Traffic Control System Extension: Phase 3

CON

2011

$4,332

0092-0582

STPU Urban

Ferry St: Quinnipiac River Bridge Rehabilitation

CON

2007

$2,000

0092-0561

STPU Urban

State St: Mill River Bridge Replacement

CON

2007

$3,436

$858

0092-0547

STPA Anywhere

Rt 63: Emerson St to Amity Rd Widening

CON

2007

$6,126

$1,532

0092-0581

STPA Anywhere

I-95: I-91 Interchange Preload

CON

2007

$4,620

$1,156

0092-0583

Earmark

New Haven Harbor Improvements

CON

2007

$1,987

0092-0585

STPU Urban

Quinnipiac Ave: Reconstruction

ROW

2007

$344

$43

$43

0092-0585

STPU Urban

Quinnipiac Ave: Reconstruction

CON

2008

$5,399

$1,350

$67

0092-0589

Transportation and CoFarmington Canal Greenway: Phase 3

CON

2007

$248

0092-0541

STPA Anywhere

Waterfront St: Reconstruction

CON

2007

$4,598

0092-0588

STPU Urban

New Haven Pavement Rehabilitation

CON

2007

$944

0092-0564

CMAQ

Extend NH Centrally Controlled Traffic System

CON

2010

$4,126

0170-E130

National Hwy Sys

Pavement Management Analysis/Data for NHS roadways ENG

2007

$400

$100

0170-E130

National Hwy Sys

Pavement Management Analysis/Data for NHS roadways ENG

2008

$400

$100

0170-E130

National Hwy Sys

Pavement Management Analysis/Data for NHS roadways ENG

2009

$400

$100

0092-H131

High Priority

Conversion of Rte 34

ENG

2007

$4,248

0092-H131

High Priority

Conversion of Rte 34

ROW

2007

$252
$50,404

0092-0532
Major Projects of
Statewide Significance 0092-0532

Earmark

I-95: Quinnipiac River Bridge Construction B

CON

2007

$1,984

I-M Discretionary

I-95: Quinnipiac River Bridge Construction B

CON

2007

$1,089

$30

$500

$1,150
$236

$1,062
$63
$6,919
$161

0092-0532

TI

I-95: Quinnipiac River Bridge Construction B

CON

2007

$23,610

$2,623

0092-0532

High Priority

I-95: Quinnipiac River Bridge Construction B

CON

2007

$5,976

$1,494

0092-0532

NCIIP

I-95: Quinnipiac River Bridge Construction B

CON

2007

$16,527

$2,470

0092-0532

Bridge Program

I-95: Quinnipiac River Bridge Construction B

CON

2007

$30,000

$4,843

0092-0532

Interstate Maint

I-95: Quinnipiac River Bridge Construction B

CON

2007

$13,000

$1,943

0092-0532

Bridge Program

I-95: Quinnipiac River Bridge Construction B

CON

2008

$30,000

$4,843

0092-0532

Interstate Maint

I-95: Quinnipiac River Bridge Construction B

CON

2008

$13,000

$1,943

0092-0532

TI

I-95: Quinnipiac River Bridge Construction B

CON

2008

$10,625

$1,588

0092-0532

High Priority

I-95: Quinnipiac River Bridge Construction B

CON

2008

$1,972

$493

0092-0532

NCIIP

I-95: Quinnipiac River Bridge Construction B

CON

2008

$7,438

$1,108

0092-0532

NCIIP

I-95: Quinnipiac River Bridge Construction B

CON

2009

$5,950

$889

0092-0532

TI

I-95: Quinnipiac River Bridge Construction B

CON

2009

$8,500

$1,270

0092-0532

Bridge Program

I-95: Quinnipiac River Bridge Construction B

CON

2009

$30,000

$4,843

0092-0532

High Priority

I-95: Quinnipiac River Bridge Construction B

CON

2009

$1,972

$493

0092-0532

Interstate Maint

I-95: Quinnipiac River Bridge Construction B

CON

2009

$13,000

$1,943

0092-0532

Interstate Maint

I-95: Quinnipiac River Bridge Construction B

CON

2010

$13,000

$1,943

0092-0532

Bridge Program

I-95: Quinnipiac River Bridge Construction B

CON

2010

$30,000

$4,843

0092-0532

Interstate Maint

I-95: Quinnipiac River Bridge Construction B

CON

2012

$36,968

$5,524

0092-0532

Bridge Program

I-95: Quinnipiac River Bridge Construction B

CON

2012

$67,593

$10,100

0092-0531

STPA Anywhere

I-95/I-91/Rt 34 Interchange Reconstruction E

CON

2007

$10,000

$1,111

0092-0531

High Priority

I-95/I-91/Rt 34 Interchange Reconstruction E

CON

2007

$1,596

$399

0092-0531

STPA Anywhere

I-95/I-91/Rt 34 Interchange Reconstruction E

CON

2008

$10,000

$2,222

0092-0531

STPA Anywhere

I-95/I-91/Rt 34 Interchange Reconstruction E

CON

2009

$45,000

$5,000

0092-0531

STPA Anywhere

I-95/I-91/Rt 34 Interchange Reconstruction E

CON

2010

$45,000

$5,000

0092-0531

STPA Anywhere

I-95/I-91/Rt 34 Interchange Reconstruction E

CON

2012

$148,646

$14,274

0092-0456

Interstate Maint

I-91: Rt 80 Interchange Reconstruction

CON

2008

$5,350

$594

0092-0456

Interstate Maint

I-91: Rt 80 Interchange Reconstruction

CON

2009

$5,000

$556

0092-0569

Interstate Maint

I-95: Stiles St to Woodward Ave Widening B

CON

2007

$11,693

$1,747

0092-0569

Interstate Maint

I-95: Stiles St to Woodward Ave Widening B

CON

2008

$10,400

$1,500

0092-0572

National Hwy Sys

I-95 (Long Wharf): I-91 to Howard Ave Widening

ROW

2007

$696

$104

0092-0572

National Hwy Sys

I-95 (Long Wharf): I-91 to Howard Ave Widening

ENG

2007

$2,190

$548

SCRCOG LRTP 2007-2035

81

$580
$580
$580
$300
$300
$300
$4,332
$2,242
$4,332
$2,500
$4,294
$7,658
$5,776
$1,987
$430
$6,816
$248
$5,748
$1,180
$4,126
$500
$500
$500
$5,310
$315

$1,471

$1,984
$1,250
$26,233
$7,470
$18,997
$34,843
$14,943
$34,843
$14,943
$12,213
$2,465
$8,546
$6,839
$9,770
$34,843
$2,465
$14,943
$14,943
$34,843
$42,492
$77,693
$11,111
$1,995
$12,222
$50,000
$50,000
$162,920
$5,944
$5,556
$13,440
$11,900
$800
$2,738

Near Term (2007-2011) Fiscally Constrained Projects
Description

Project #

Funding

Project Name

Phase Year Federal (000)

State (000) Local (000)

0092-0572

National Hwy Sys

I-95 (Long Wharf): I-91 to Howard Ave Widening

CON

2010

$12,000

$1,793

0092-0572

National Hwy Sys

I-95 (Long Wharf): I-91 to Howard Ave Widening

CON

2012

$69,000

$10,310

0092-0603

Interstate Maint

REPLACEMENT OF THE HOWARD AVE BR. OVER I-95CON

2007

$10,146

$1,127

$748,921

$101,642

0400-T031

5307 Capital

Connecticut Transit Administrative Support

OTH

2008

$560

$140

0400-T031

5307 Capital

Connecticut Transit Administrative Support

OTH

2009

$560

$140

0400-T031

5307 Capital

Connecticut Transit Administrative Support

OTH

2010

$560

$140

0400-T031

5307 Capital

Connecticut Transit Administrative Support

OTH

2011

$480

$120

0301-T107

5309 Capital

New Haven Yard Master Complex Facility Constructio

CON

2007

$4,000

$1,000

0301-T107

5307 Capital

New Haven Yard Master Complex Facility Constructio

CON

2007

$33,064

$8,266

0301-0078

5307 Capital

Metro North Variable Message Signs

OTH

2007

$6,400

$1,600

0301-0070

5309 Capital

NHL CATENARY REPLACEMENT SECTION C1B

CON

2007

$18,800

$4,700

0427-T038

5307 Capital

GNHTD - REPLACE ENH VEHICLES.

OTH

2007

$480

Total (000)

New Haven Continued

Near Term Transit
Capital Projects

North Branford
Near Term Highway
Projects

0098-0093

STPA Anywhere

Rt 80: Rt 22 to West of Rt 139 Widening

CON

2008

$13,793
$79,310
$11,273
$0

$120

$64,904

$16,106

$2,635

$659

$2,635

$659

$700
$700
$700
$600
$5,000
$41,330
$8,000
$23,500
$600

$120
$3,294
$0

Orange
Near Term Highway
Projects

0106-0108

STPA Anywhere

US 1: Milford City Line to Rt 114 Widening

CON

2008

$7,601

$6,081

$1,520

$6,081

$1,520

$0

$135

$135

$135

Regional
Near Term Highway
Projects

Near Term Transit
Capital Projects

Near Term Transit
Operating Funds

0171-H146

STPA Anywhere

Install/revise of STC Traffic control Signals

ROW

2007

$100

0171-H146

STPA Anywhere

Install/revise of STC Traffic control Signals

CON

2009

$1,083

0173-0351

NHTSA

I-95: Exit 24 and 47 Sign Upgrade

CON

2009

$2,933
$4,116

$135

0427-T031

5307 Capital

Greater New Haven Transit Small Vehicle Aquisition

OTH

2007

$400

$100

0427-T031

5307 Capital

Greater New Haven Transit Small Vehicle Aquisition

OTH

2008

$400

$100

0427-T031

5307 Capital

Greater New Haven Transit Small Vehicle Aquisition

OTH

2009

$400

$100

0427-T031

5307 Capital

Greater New Haven Transit Small Vehicle Aquisition

OTH

2010

$400

$100

0427-T031

5307 Capital

Greater New Haven Transit Small Vehicle Aquisition

OTH

2011

$400

$100

0427-T031

5307 Capital

Greater New Haven Transit capital improvements

OTH

2007

$80

$20

0427-T031

5307 Capital

Greater New Haven Transit capital improvements

OTH

2008

$80

$20

0427-T031

5307 Capital

Greater New Haven Transit capital improvements

OTH

2009

$80

$20

0427-T031

5307 Capital

Greater New Haven Transit capital improvements

OTH

2010

$80

$20

0427-T031

5307 Capital

Greater New Haven Transit capital improvements

OTH

2011

$80

$20

$2,400

$600

0092-TXX*

CMAQ

Greater New Haven Regional Rideshare

OTH

2007

$784

0092-TXX*

CMAQ

Greater New Haven Regional Rideshare

OTH

2008

$807

0092-TXX*

CMAQ

Greater New Haven Regional Rideshare

OTH

2009

$831

0092-TXX*

CMAQ

Greater New Haven Regional Rideshare

OTH

2010

$855

0092-TXX*

CMAQ

Greater New Haven Regional Rideshare

OTH

2011

$880

0135-TX01

CMAQ

Southwestern CT Regional Rideshare

OTH

2007

$1,163

0135-TX01

CMAQ

Southwestern CT Regional Rideshare

OTH

2008

$1,197

0135-TX01

CMAQ

Southwestern CT Regional Rideshare

OTH

2009

$1,232

0135-TX01

CMAQ

Southwestern CT Regional Rideshare

OTH

2010

$1,268

0135-TX01

CMAQ

Southwestern CT Regional Rideshare

OTH

2011

$1,306

0432-0007

5307 Operating

Meriden-Wallingford ADA Service

OTH

2007

$346

0432-0007

5307 Operating

Meriden-Wallingford ADA Service

OTH

2008

$346

0432-0007

5307 Operating

Meriden-Wallingford ADA Service

OTH

2009

$346

0452-0012

5307 Operating

New Haven to Madison S-Route Bus Service

OTH

2007

$608

0452-0012

5307 Operating

New Haven to Madison S-Route Bus Service

OTH

2008

0452-0012

5307 Operating

New Haven to Madison S-Route Bus Service

OTH

2009

$608

0092-P005

5307 Operating

Greater New Haven Transit District Operations

OTH

2007

$3,200

0092-P005

5307 Operating

Greater New Haven Transit District Operations

OTH

2008

$3,200

0092-P005

5307 Operating

Greater New Haven Transit District Operations

OTH

2009

$3,200

0400-0001

5307 Operating

Connecticut Transit Operations

OTH

2007

$14,794

0400-0001

5307 Operating

Connecticut Transit Operations

OTH

2008

$14,794

0400-0001

5307 Operating

Connecticut Transit Operations

OTH

2009

Statewide
Near Term Highway
Projects

$608

$14,794

$10,323

$56,844

0170-SFTY

Hwy Safety Impr

Statewide Safety Improvements

OTH

2007

$8,100

$900

0170-SFTY

Hwy Safety Impr

Statewide Safety Improvements

OTH

2008

$8,100

$900

0170-SFTY

Hwy Safety Impr

Statewide Safety Improvements

OTH

2009

$8,100

$900

0170-SFTY

Hwy Safety Impr

Statewide Safety Improvements

OTH

2010

$8,100

$900

0170-SFTY

Hwy Safety Impr

Statewide Safety Improvements

OTH

2011

$8,100

$900

0170-0BRX

Bridge Program

On/Off Federal System Bridges Replacement

CON

2007

$5,000

$6,782

0170-0BRX

Bridge Program

On/Off Federal System Bridges Replacement

CON

2008

$5,000

$6,782

0170-0BRX

Bridge Program

On/Off Federal System Bridges Replacement

CON

2009

$5,000

$6,782

0170-0BRX

Bridge Program

On/Off Federal System Bridges Replacement

OTH

2010

$5,000

$6,782

0170-0BRX

Bridge Program

On/Off Federal System Bridges Replacement

OTH

2011

$5,000

$6,782

0092-0587

STPU Urban

Regional Project Development

ENG

2007

$240

$60

0092-0570

STPA Anywhere

Long Wharf Boathouse (I-95) Construction

ENG

2007

$2,100

$525

0092-0570

STPA Anywhere

Long Wharf Boathouse (I-95) Construction

CON

2007

$9,200

$2,300

0170-E127

Enhancement

Transportation Enhancement Design

ENG

2007

$480

$120

0173-H160

Interstate Maint

I-95: Branford to Groton Sign Upgrade/Replacement

ENG

2007

$147

0015-0318

STPU Urban

Urban Program Design Activities

ENG

2007

$400

$100

0170-E189

National Hwy Sys

Bridge Inspection by Consultants

ENG

2008

$1,600

$400

0170-E196

National Hwy Sys

Replace & Repair Overhead Sign Supports

CON

2007

$2,480

$620

SCRCOG LRTP 2007-2035

82

$100
$1,353
$2,933
$500
$500
$500
$500
$500
$100
$100
$100
$100
$100

$0
$784
$807
$831
$855
$880
$1,163
$1,197
$1,232
$1,268
$1,306
$346
$346
$346
$608
$608
$608
$3,200
$3,200
$3,200
$14,794
$14,794
$14,794
$9,000
$9,000
$9,000
$9,000
$9,000
$11,782
$11,782
$11,782
$11,782
$11,782
$300
$2,625
$11,500
$600
$147
$500
$2,000
$3,100

Near Term (2007-2011) Fiscally Constrained Projects
Description

Project #

Funding

Project Name

Phase Year Federal (000)

State (000) Local (000)

0170-E196

National Hwy Sys

Replace & Repair Overhead Sign Supports

CON

2008

0170-E205

National Hwy Sys

Install Rumble Strips along Freeways

CON

2007

$80

$20

0170-2662

STPA Anywhere

Statewide Traffic Signal W/Mast Arm Deficiences

CON

2008

$2,728

$682

0170-E198

National Hwy Sys

Replace/Repair overhead sign supports 20 location

ENG

2007

$88

$22

0170-H887

STPA Anywhere

Design of STC Traffic Signals

ENG

2007

$1,400

Total (000)

Statewide Continued
$1,600

$400

0170-H887

STPA Anywhere

Design of STC Traffic Signals

ENG

2008

$1,400

0170-RT*

Recreational trails

Recreational Trails

OTH

2007

$600

$150

0170-RT*

Recreational trails

Recreational Trails

OTH

2008

$600

$150

0170-RT*

Recreational trails

Recreational Trails

OTH

2009

$600

$150

0170-RT*

Recreational trails

Recreational Trails

OTH

2010

$600

$150

0170-RT*

Recreational trails

Recreational Trails

OTH

2011

$600

$150

0170-TNF2

5317 New Freedoms New Freedom- New Haven

OTH

2007

$169

$169

0170-TNF2

5317 New Freedoms New Freedom- New Haven

OTH

2008

$169

$169

0170-TNF2

5317 New Freedoms New Freedom- New Haven

OTH

2009

$169

$169

0170-TNF2

5317 New Freedoms New Freedom- New Haven

OTH

2010

$169

$169

0170-TNF2

5317 New Freedoms New Freedom- New Haven

OTH

2011

$169

$169

0170-E134

STPA Anywhere

PAVEMENT MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS & DATA

ENG

2007

$336

$84

0170-E134

STPA Anywhere

PAVEMENT MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS & DATA

ENG

2008

$336

$84

0170-E134

STPA Anywhere

PAVEMENT MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS & DATA

ENG

2009

$336

$84

0173-0368

STPA Anywhere

UPGRADE GUIDERAIL ON NON-NHS HIGHWAYS IN D CON

2008

$1,372

$343

0170-E209

Safe Routes

SAFE RT TO SCHOOL PROGRAM EDUCATION & TRA ENG

2007

$300

0170-E224

Interstate Maint

Statewide Bridge Repairs Rapid Response-Interstate

CON

2007

$900

$100

0170-E225

STPA Anywhere

Stewde Bridge Repairs Rapid Response-NonInterstate

CON

2007

$900

$100

$97,768

$44,454

Major Projects of
0092-0533
Statewide Significance 0092-0533

STPA Anywhere

I-95: Woodward Ave to East Haven Widening C2

CON

2007

$17,000

$2,540

STPA Anywhere

I-95: Woodward Ave to East Haven Widening C2

CON

2008

$3,984

$595

$20,984

$3,135

0170-T*

5307 Capital

Statewide Transit Capital Planning

OTH

2007

$180

$45

0170-T*

5307 Capital

Statewide Transit Capital Planning

OTH

2008

$200

$50

0170-T*

5307 Capital

Statewide Transit Capital Planning

OTH

2009

$280

$70

O170-T71*

5310 Capital

Statewide Small Vehicle Acquisition

OTH

2007

$1,140

$285

O170-T71*

5310 Capital

Statewide Small Vehicle Acquisition

OTH

2008

$1,234

$309

O170-T71*

5310 Capital

Statewide Small Vehicle Acquisition

OTH

2009

$1,295

$324

0301-T111

5307 Capital

Metro North Track Program

CON

2011

$6,400

$1,600

0301-T120

5309 Capital

Metro North Stamford Catenary Replacement

CON

2009

$26,400

$6,600

0301-T120

5309 Capital

Metro North Stamford Catenary Replacement

CON

2011

$41,600

$10,400

0400-T047

5307 Capital

CT TRANSIT SYSTEMWIDE ADMIN CAPT/SCV REPLACOTH

2007

$1,160

$290

0170-TXXX

5307 Capital

Transit Capital Planning

OTH

2010

$280

$70

0170-TXXX

5307 Capital

Transit Capital Planning

OTH

2011

$280

$70

0GNH-2108

5307 Capital

GNHTD Elderly Vehicle

OTH

2008

$400

$100

0GNH-2108

5307 Capital

GNHTD Elderly Vehicle

OTH

2009

$400

$100

0GNH-XXXX 5307 Capital

GNHTD Areawide Bus Shelter Installation

CON

2007

$120

$30

0GNH-XXXX 5307 Capital

GNHTD Areawide Bus Shelter Installation

CON

2008

$120

$30

0GNH-XXXX 5307 Capital

GNHTD Areawide Bus Shelter Installation

CON

2009

$120

0301-T119

5309 Capital

NH-ML CATENARY REPLCMNT - WALK-CP248, SECTI CON

2008

$32,000

0300-T010

5307 Capital

NEW HAVEN LINE TRACK PROGRAM.

2007

Near Term Transit
Capital Projects

Near Term Transit
Operating Funds

CON

$19,540
$4,579
$0

$30

$6,022

$1,505
$29,618

CMAQ

Connecticut Clean Fuels (NY-NJ-CT Moderate)

OTH

2007

$730

$183

0170-TX*

CMAQ

Connecticut Clean Fuels (NY-NJ-CT Moderate)

OTH

2008

$752

$188

0170-TX*

CMAQ

Connecticut Clean Fuels (NY-NJ-CT Moderate)

OTH

2009

$775

$193

0170-TX*

CMAQ

Connecticut Clean Fuels (NY-NJ-CT Moderate)

OTH

2010

$799

$198

0170-TX*

CMAQ

Connecticut Clean Fuels (NY-NJ-CT Moderate)

OTH

2011

$820

$206

0170-T*

CMAQ

Vanpool Financing Program

OTH

2007

$7,500

0170-T*

CMAQ

Vanpool Financing Program

OTH

2008

$7,500

0170-T*

CMAQ

Vanpool Financing Program

OTH

2011

$7,500

0463-0010

5307 Operating

Hartford Commuter Service Operating Support

OTH

2007

$114

0463-0010

5307 Operating

Hartford Commuter Service Operating Support

OTH

2008

$114

0463-0010

5307 Operating

Hartford Commuter Service Operating Support

OTH

2009

$114

0310-0014

5307 Operating

SHORELINE EAST - AMTRAK OPERATING

OTH

2007

$5,040

0310-0014

5307 Operating

SHORELINE EAST - AMTRAK OPERATING

OTH

2008

$5,040

0310-0014

5307 Operating

SHORELINE EAST - AMTRAK OPERATING

OTH

2009

$5,040

0300-0065

5307 Operating

Metro North Operations

OTH

2007

$44,505

0300-0065

5307 Operating

Metro North Operations

OTH

2008

$44,505

0300-0065

5307 Operating

Metro North Operations

OTH

2009

0170-T798

5316 JARC

Job Access and Reverse Commute Operations

OTH

2007

$200

$200

0170-T798

5316 JARC

Job Access and Reverse Commute Operations

OTH

2008

$200

$200

0170-T798

5316 JARC

Job Access and Reverse Commute Operations

OTH

2009

$200

$200

0170-T798

5316 JARC

Job Access and Reverse Commute Operations

OTH

2010

$200

$200

0170-T798

5316 JARC

Job Access and Reverse Commute Operations

OTH

2011

$200

$200

0170-TX*

CMAQ

Statewide Commuter Incentive

OTH

2007

$245

0170-TX*

CMAQ

Statewide Commuter Incentive

OTH

2008

$252

0170-TX*

CMAQ

Statewide Commuter Incentive

OTH

2009

$259

0170-TX*

CMAQ

Statewide Commuter Incentive

OTH

2010

$266

0170-TX*

CMAQ

Statewide Commuter Incentive

OTH

2011

$273

0170-TX*

CMAQ

Statewide Ridesharing Services

OTH

2007

$299

0170-TX*

CMAQ

Statewide Ridesharing Services

OTH

2008

$307

83

$225
$250
$350
$1,425
$1,543
$1,619
$8,000
$33,000
$52,000
$1,450
$350
$350
$500
$500
$150
$150
$150
$40,000
$7,527

$290

0170-TX*

SCRCOG LRTP 2007-2035

$338
$338
$420
$420
$420
$1,715
$300
$1,000
$1,000

$1,595

$8,000

$119,631

$2,000
$100
$3,410
$110
$1,400
$1,400
$750
$750
$750
$750
$750
$338
$338
$338

$44,505

$913
$940
$968
$997
$1,026
$7,500
$7,500
$7,500
$114
$114
$114
$5,040
$5,040
$5,040
$44,505
$44,505
$44,505
$400
$400
$400
$400
$400
$245
$252
$259
$266
$273
$299
$307

Near Term (2007-2011) Fiscally Constrained Projects
Description

Project #

Funding

Project Name

Phase Year Federal (000)

State (000) Local (000)

0170-TX*

CMAQ

Statewide Ridesharing Services

OTH

2009

$316

0170-TX*

CMAQ

Statewide Ridesharing Services

OTH

2010

$325

0170-TX*

CMAQ

Statewide Ridesharing Services

OTH

2011

$334

0170-TX*

CMAQ

Telecommuting Partnership

OTH

2007

$227

$57

0170-TX*

CMAQ

Telecommuting Partnership

OTH

2008

$234

$58

0170-TX*

CMAQ

Telecommuting Partnership

OTH

2009

$240

$60

0170-TX*

CMAQ

Telecommuting Partnership

OTH

2010

$247

$62

0170-TX*

CMAQ

Telecommuting Partnership

OTH

2011

$254

$62

0170-TX*

CMAQ

Southern CT Vanpool

OTH

2007

$261

0170-TX*

CMAQ

Southern CT Vanpool

OTH

2008

$268

0170-TX*

CMAQ

Southern CT Vanpool

OTH

2009

$276

0170-TX*

CMAQ

Southern CT Vanpool

OTH

2010

$284

0170-TX*

CMAQ

Southern CT Vanpool

OTH

2011

$292

0170-TX*

CMAQ

Statewide Marketing (NY-NJ-CT Moderate)

OTH

2007

$668

$167

0170-TX*

CMAQ

Statewide Marketing (NY-NJ-CT Moderate)

OTH

2008

$688

$172

0170-TX*

CMAQ

Statewide Marketing (NY-NJ-CT Moderate)

OTH

2009

$708

$177

0170-TX*

CMAQ

Statewide Marketing (NY-NJ-CT Moderate)

OTH

2010

$729

$182

0170-TX*

CMAQ

Statewide Marketing (NY-NJ-CT Moderate)

OTH

2011

$750

$188

0170-TXXX

5311 Rural Transit

Section 5311 Program

OTH

2007

$240

$60

0170-TXXX

5311 Rural Transit

Section 5311 Program

OTH

2008

$240

$60

0170-TXXX

5311 Rural Transit

Section 5311 Program

OTH

2009

$240

$60

0170-TXXX

5311 Rural Transit

Section 5311 Program Adjustment

OTH

2007

$170

0170-TXXX

5311 Rural Transit

Section 5311 Program Adjustment

OTH

2008

$170

0170-TXXX

5311 Rural Transit

Section 5311 Program Adjustment

OTH

2009

Total (000)

Statewide Continued

Wallingford
Near Term Highway
Projects

Near Term Transit
Operating Funds

$170

$37,608

$150,342

$1,968

0148-0191

Pre-TIP

Quinnipiac River Trail

CON

2006

$1,035

0148-0191

Earmark

Quinnipiac River Trail

CON

2007

$169

0148-0190

STPA Anywhere

US 5: Toelles Rd to Rt 702 Widening

CON

2007

$612

$153

0148-H047

Interstate Maint

NEW REST AREA BUILDING, SITE IMPROVEMENTS OENG

2010

$243

$27

0148-H050

High Priority

QUINNIPIAC RIVER TRAIL PHASE III

ENG

2007

$32

$8

0148-H050

High Priority

QUINNIPIAC RIVER TRAIL PHASE III

CON

2007

$688

$172

$2,779

$360

$1,465

0433-0009

5307 Operating

Wallingford Bus Service Operations

OTH

2007

$84

$60

0433-0009

5307 Operating

Wallingford Bus Service Operations

OTH

2008

$84

$60

0433-0009

5307 Operating

Wallingford Bus Service Operations

OTH

2009

West Haven
Near Term Highway
Projects

$316
$325
$334
$284
$292
$300
$309
$316
$261
$268
$276
$284
$292
$835
$860
$885
$911
$938
$300
$300
$300
$170
$170
$170
$1,465

$84

$60

$252

$180

$144
$144
$144
$710
$6,667
$6,633
$7,750
$1,100
$2,840

0156-0159

Enhancement

RESTORE WETLANDS & FLOODING UNDER BEACH CON

2007

$568

0156-0171

Interstate Maint

I-95: Gretta St to West River Resurfacing

2009

$6,000

0156-0171

Interstate Maint

I-95: Gretta St to West River Resurfacing

CON

2010

$5,970

$663

0156-0170

STPA Anywhere

Rt 122: US 1 Realignment

CON

2008

$6,200

$1,550

0156-0169

STPA Anywhere

Rt 122 (First Ave): Culvert Replacement

CON

2007

$880

$220

0156-0174

STPU Urban

Farwell St: US 1 to Ardale St Reconstruction

CON

2007

$2,272

$568

0167-0100

STPR Rural

Rt 63: Rt 67 Intersection Improvements

CON

2008

$1,300

$325

0167-H016

STPA Anywhere

Drainage Improvements Bradley Rd to New Haven Line ENG

2007

$320

$80

0167-H016

STPA Anywhere

Drainage Improvements Bradley Rd to New Haven Line ROW

2008

$80

$20

0167-H016

STPA Anywhere

Drainage Improvements Bradley Rd to New Haven Line CON

2009

$3,820

$1,080

$32,968

$6,397

$3,432

$265,156

$72,747

$9,126

$347,029

$1,022,124

$152,388

$0

$1,174,512

Near Term Transit
Capital Funds

$200,242

$49,182

$410

$249,834

Near Term Transit
Operating Funds

$47,931

$210,873

$912

$259,716

CON

$142

$2,500
$169
$765
$270
$40
$860

$667

Woodbridge
Near Term Highway
Projects

$1,625
$400
$100
$4,900

Totals in Thousands (000)
Near Term Highway
Projects
Major Projects of
Statewide Significance
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Appendix C
Public Outreach Process
Staff outreach to the organizations in the Region is noted below:
Meetings for Updates to Plan of Conservation & Development, the Long Range
Transportation Plan, and (starting Sept 5th) for the Comprehensive Economic
Development Strategy
Date
July 19, 2006
(SCRCOG only)

Organization
New Haven City
Plan Commission

July 20, 2006
(SCRCOG only)

Branford Planning
& Zoning
Commission
REDFO Meeting
Woodbridge
Planning & Zoning
Commission
New Haven
Environmental
Justice Network

July 28, 2006
September 5, 2006

September 13, 2006

September 15, 2006

September 21, 2006
(SCRCOG only)
November 14, 2006

November 16, 2006

November 21, 2006

Tuesday, January 16,
2007

SCRCOG LRTP 2007-2035

Place
New Haven City
Hall, 2nd Floor
Meeting Room
Branford Senior
Center
SCRCOG
Woodbridge
Town Hall

Fair Haven
Police Substation
- 295 Blatchley
(near Clay St.)
Regional Chambers SCRCOG
Fall Meeting
Conference
Room
Guilford Town
Town Hall
Center South
Committee
Hamden Planning
Hamden
& Zoning
Memorial Town
Commission
Hall
North Branford
North Branford
Planning & Zoning Town Hall –
Commission
Foxon Road
Orange Planning & Orange Town
Zoning
Hall
Commission
Quinnipiac
Chamber Offices
Chamber of
100 South Tpke,
Commerce
Wallingford
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Contact
Karyn Gilvarg,
Exec. Director City Plan Dept.
Shirley
Rasmussen,
Town Planner
Bob Santy, RGP
Kris Sullivan,
P&Z Clerk
Lynne Bonnett,
Chair – NHEJN
[nhejn@snet.net]
Judy Gott, Exec.
Director SCRCOG
George Kral,
Town Planner or
Rudy Horowitz
Leslie Creane,
Town Planner
Carol Zebb,
Town Planner
Paul Dinice,
Zoning
Administrator
Robin Wilson

The following is a tabulation of comments and response to the outreach from the
Region concerning the draft Plan:
3-27-07 - State of Connecticut – Office of Policy and Management – No comment
3-29-07 – State of Connecticut – Connecticut Commission on Culture and
Tourism: Six recommendations were transmitted and are noted below:
1.
Develop/expand visitor welcome centers, kiosks and/or staffed welcome
centers at I-95-I-91 interchange, Union Station and Tweed-New Haven Airport.
Response – Add the following new paragraph at the end of Special
Policies and Programs on page 63:
“Tourist and Visitor Welcome Centers and Information Access –
Tourism is an important component of the economic vitality of the Region.
Transportation alternatives and information are vital to the promotion of the
Region as a destination, and the reduction of transportation trips through the
Region to other destinations. Strategically placed facilities, in locations such
as Union Station, New Haven, Tweed –New Haven Airport, and at the I-95-I91 interchange, can provide regional attraction and travel information which
will benefit travelers and regional economic vitality.”
2.
Provide public transportation service on weekends and reverse
commute, including Shore Line East.
Response – The Plan already addresses this need and the service will be
available for both residents and visitors.
3.
Develop and market visitor friendly inter-connected transportation
information…
Response – The Plan emphasizes the goals and policies of increasing mobility,
reducing congestion and improving the coordination and dissemination of
transportation information. Intermodal connections are encouraged throughout
the Plan. The following paragraph is suggested for the conclusion of the Transit
chapter on page 26:
“Improved coordination of the various services offered by numerous providers
is an opportunity which will benefit existing users and visitors to the Region.
The providers of the services noted in this chapter are encouraged to continue
to work for all inclusive information and coordination which will promote
intermodal opportunities, improved transportation options, increased mobility,
and regional economic vitality.”
4.
Expanding transportation hubs, such as Orange and West Haven…
Response - These are clearly regional goals and outlined specifically in the
Plan.
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5.
Expanding and improving trails, such as the Shoreline Trail,….
Response – The Region has promoted trail usage and expansion through
previous study efforts, its trail mapping project and the Bicycle and
Pedestrian Plan currently under preparation by its consultant. The Plan
encourages the coordination and promotion of trails throughout the Region.
Shoreline access is encouraged through municipal and DEP actions and
regulations. Further recommendations will emerge as part of the completed
Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan.
6.
Execute marketing efforts…….
Response – The goals and policies which provide transportation options,
increase mobility, and reduce congestion will improve the perception of the
state.
4-2-07 – State of Connecticut – Department of Environmental Protection –
Specific recommendations not already in the Plan are noted below:
1.
More emphasis should be placed on air pollution considerations since
the Region has nonattainment on pollutants.
Response – Under Air Quality on page 60, add the following:
“Additional programs established by the Department of Environmental
Protection will help improve air quality in the Region. The Anti-idling initiative,
which seeks to reduce idling through the enforcement of DEP’s 3 minute antiidling limit regulation, will reduce ozone and particulate matter. DEP’s diesel
retrofit program seeks to reduce diesel emissions through the retrofitting of
emission controls on diesel truck and bus fleets. The utilization of these and
other programs to improve air quality will be important to the health of the
residents of the Region.”
2.
In environmental justice areas, two air emissions restrictions are
suggested.
Response – Add the following paragraph to the end of the text on page 14 –
“Air Quality – Air quality issues are especially important in EJ areas due to
high population densities and congested conditions. Two opportunities for
reduced emissions are encouraged by DEP.
For large construction projects in urban areas, the use of construction
equipment with air pollution control devices is encouraged. The use of
particulate filters or “clean fuels” will provide the reduction. Contract
specifications requiring the use of these pollution reduction measures should be
promoted.
DEP regulations limit the idling of mobile sources to three minutes. However,
these regulations are only enforceable by DEP. It is suggested that all contract
provisions for construction include anti-idling restrictions to allow enforcement
by the project, thereby improving air quality for the construction area.”
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4-5-07 – Town of East Haven – Mario Ricozzi, P.E., Town Engineer – email –
Recommendations not currently in the Plan are noted below:
1.
An additional north-south arterial is needed to cross the existing rail
lines.
Response – Add the following on page 43 – “Town of East Haven – New
arterial crossing Amtrak to provide additional north-south connection.”
Add to page 72 under Town of East Haven – Arterials – “New arterial crossing
Amtrak to provide additional north-south connection.”
2.
Future transportation fuel sources may require regional approaches.
Response – As these needs become identified, the update cycle of every four
years can be utilized to include in the Plan as needs emerge.
3.
Potential for water transportation
Response – At this time, no opportunities for water transportation of passengers
have been identified for the Region other than the Port of New Haven. The Plan
can be amended to include this potential if deemed advisable by the SCRCOG.
4.
Expansion of Tweed New Haven Airport with context sensitive
design.
Response – The current statement on Tweed New Haven Airport leaves future
expansion for Authority and other regulatory determinations.

4-9-07 – City of New Haven – Michael Piscitelli, City Plan Department – email
– Questions and comments –
1. I don't see Union Station garage anywhere.
Response - See page 24 - We left this as written to allow for the on-going
negotiations concerning this issue. It is also listed as a need on page 75 under
the individual town identified needs. As there is currently no funding
programmed, we must identify it as beyond the fiscal constraint.
2. I did a rough comparison of the totals between 04-08 and 07-011 and find a
$200M shortfall on the transit side and basically level funding on the highway
side. The plans are formatted differently, but help me understand where we
are with transit. Of course, what this leads to is a push for: a. New
Haven/Hartford Rail and b. CT Transit service expansion. Both are not in the
plan, but I believe we need to figure out how we can "un-constrain" these
projects.
Response - CDOT informs us that the funding programmed will maintain
existing service. The numbers are as currently in the state TIP and we are
relying on them for the maintenance of existing service. Under the FY2008
UPWP for the Region, we will be studying the transit routes and needs and
see this as the way to build the case for new service and additional funding.
The Governor has proposed the funding for New Haven Hartford Springfield
and, once approved, this will be added to the state and regional TIP and then
be within the fiscal constraint.
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3. Tweed is not included. Not even sure where Tweed would be included
- transit, highway, statewide (?) How does the state address
Bradley or the other airport subsidies?
Response - Tweed is noted on page 55 and again on page 75. Varying view
points in the Region left this as written in the last update. The funding issues
are considered by the Tweed New Haven Airport Authority, FAA, CDOT, and
the City of New Haven.
4. In the last plan, the other projects (e.g. outside the constraint) were listed in
the overall table with a project cost. Do you intend to do this again? I ask
because I think it helps build the case for addt'l revenue.
Response - The rewrite of the Plan tried to make it more cohesive and
informative. This version emphasized the needs and will provide the rationale
for future funding once the costs are better quantified. We are better off only
showing costs when they are based upon real estimates.
4-13-07 – Town of Wallingford – John P. Thompson, P.E., Town Engineer –
fax – Comments and clarifications –
1. Correction to last paragraph, page 46 – Should read: “Due to possible
funding constraints, the project is being designed such that either element (road
work or Trail) could be constructed independently.”
Response – Remove last sentence of paragraph and substitute with above.
2. Consistency of title on pages 46, 47 and 48 Quinnipiac River Linear Trail.
Response – Revise titles to both reflect “Quinnipiac River
Linear Trail”.
3. Clarification of project status page 48.
Response – Delete last sentence under project status on page 48 and replace
with the following: “A potential archeological site was identified along the
proposed route, including Fireworks Island, and design work on the Trail
project has slowed while the archeological reconnaissance surveys are
completed.”
4. Clarification of town projects on page 78.
Response – On page 78 under Town of Wallingford, enter the following
clarifications:
a. Delete Interstate 91 Route 68 interchange improvements as they have been
completed.
b. Under Arterials, US Route 5 – Add: “Tolles Road and Route 702 (I-91
Ramps) Improvements CDOT Project”
c. Under Arterials, Route 15 – Delete “US” designation and add “Wilbur
Cross Parkway”, delete “exit study and improvements” after Yale Avenue and
add “/ US Route 5 interchange #66 alternatives study.”
d. Under Trails, revise to read “Senior Center Connection to Quinnipiac
River Linear Trail”, add “Phase, Quinnipiac River Linear Trail Project”
e. Add new category and description “Transportation Enhancement – Hall
Avenue (Rte 150) Streetscape Enhancement Project”
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4-17-07 – Town of East Haven – Mario Ricozzi, P.E., Town Engineer –
email – Additional recommendation 1. Please also add that the State DOT should consider elevating the
intersection of Hemingway Avenue and Short Beach Road Routes 142 and
337. This is a matter of safety for the residents and emergency response. It
became evident this weekend that the shoreline of East Haven is isolated from
the Town Center due to frequent flooding of this intersection. The only way I
could return to my office during the storm was through Branford, after Short
Beach Road subsided.
Response – This need is proposed to be added as an arterial improvement on
page 72 in Appendix A under the Town of East Haven – Add “Elevate the
intersection of Hemingway Avenue and Short Beach Road (Routes and 142) to
reduce flooding and improve safety, emergency response, and access to
portions of East Haven during storm events.”

4-26-07 – SCRCOG - Emmeline Harrigan, Land Use Planner –
1. Add reference to bike lockers on page 51.
Response – Add following paragraph to end of Bicycle Transportation
Facilities, page 51 – “Bike Lockers – Bike lockers have proved successful in
other areas of the country. Monthly rental insures availability for regular
bicycle users. Provision of bike lockers should be considered in appropriate
intermodal locations.”
2. Under Livable Communities/Smart Growth on page 8 add references to
“Reinvest in urban centers” and “Develop on lands which have existing
supportive infrastructure (i.e., existing public utilities and road network).”
Response – Include above under bullets on page 8.

5-4-07 – New Haven Environmental Justice Network –
Lynne Bonnett, Chair – email
1. Health concerns of diesel pollution are important. Current buses in use cannot
be retrofitted to deal with diesel emissions.
Response – The Plan calls for the utilization of clean buses and the reduction of
diesel emissions to reduce the impacts of air pollution on EJ areas. The Region
will continue to work with the transit providers to meet these goals.
2. Transportation needs both supply side and demand side management. NHEJN
advocates demand side management. Duplication of shuttles in New Haven is of
concern – it is hoped that the full demand management view will not be limited to
just shuttle of train to school.
Response – The Plan encourages a comprehensive review of demand and supply
side management. The coordination of services is addressed in the additional
paragraph added to page 26 in response to comments noted above.
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Bethany - Branford - East Haven - Guilford - Hamden - Madison - Meriden - Milford
New Haven - North Branford - North Haven - Orange - Wallingford - West Haven – Woodbridge

SOUTH CENTRAL REGIONAL COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS
Judy Gott, Executive Director

Date:

May 13, 2009

Subject:

Application for Transit Enhancement Project to use the Balance of SAFTEA-LU Funding

SAFETEA-LU stipulates that the designated recipient for the New Haven-Meriden Urbanized Area must
certify to FTA that they have used 1% of the region’s Section 5307 allocation for Transit Enhancement
projects. The Greater New Haven Transit District as the region’s designated recipient manages this
program. In 2008 we obligated $523,750 in project funding and we have a balance of approximately
$156,000 in Transit Enhancement funding available this go round.
At the beginning of March 2009 we put out a request for projects. We were looking for small projects
that could be started before the end of the Federal Fiscal Year. Completed applications were submitted
throughout the month and these been reviewed by both GNHTD and SCRCOG staff. Two projects were
submitted. The combined cost of these projects is approximately $194,000 the federal amount is
$156,000.
Projects Obligated in 2008
Municipality Project Title
Meriden
Bus Shelter @ Research & Murdock
New Haven Union Station Bicycle Interconnect
Ramsdell/Fountain Bus Stop & Pedestrian Improvements
Wallingford Bus Shelter @ Burke Heights
West Haven TOD Streetscape Project
Proposed Projects in 2009
Municipality Project Title
New Haven Bus Shelter Enhancement @ New Haven Green
West Haven Bus Shelter Improvements@ 4 Locations

Cost
$ 18,350
$145,000
$213,212
$ 10,000
$250,000
$637,000

Federal
$ 14,680
$130,500
$170,570
$ 8,000
$200,000
$523,750

Cost
$110,300
$ 84,700
$194,000

Federal
$ 88,240
$ 67,760
$156,000

New Haven Bus Shelter Enhancement @ New Haven Green
Page 16
New Haven has proposed a project to replace the first of 4 deteriorated bus shelters on the New Haven
Green. This $120,000 ($88,000 Federal and $32,000 Local) investment in bus shelter enhancements is
intended to modernize and encourage increased use of Mass Transit. The application is attached
West Haven Bus Shelter Improvements@ 4 Locations
Page 25
West Haven has proposed a project to replace 4 bus shelters in the City’s Downtown. It is estimated that
the entire project will cost $84,700 of which $67,760 in Federal dollars will be funded with Transit
Enhancement Funds. The application is attached
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